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TO END JAP CASE
'WANTS THE JURISTS TO ANS-
WER. ARE NIPONESE
MONGOLIANS
-Treaty Legislation Held Impossible
in This Congrews—Ststee
Rights Men Aroused.
Washington. Feb 5. -a- President
Roosevett has franwd up two propo-
enotts relating to the exclusion of
japenese front the San Francisco pub-
15: school* on which be intends to
'have the United State. supreme court
yaps. lie has his contentions out-
' Ened in the suit already brought 
un-
der instructions from the department
of justice in San Francisco and sell)
c.irry them through all intervenipg
tribunals to tbc court of last resort.
The propoetions are these:
That the federal government has
a right to exercise such supervision
over the patile: schoolu of a state as
is necessary to carry out treaty siipu-
lueons because the goserninent do-
nates leads for the maintenance of
Asegs school&
- 4. That the Japanese are not Mon-
isetans and can not be excluded from
11w pshilc schools on the same basis
as Chinese and other oriental,'
Legal Experts Support Plan.
'I be legal experts of thc gosern-
miat live carefelly studied lege the
se
loroposifoons and believe there is suf-
ficient fossidation for testirrg them in
the courts. It s adasmed that by
ator.oting lards belonging to the pub-
lic domain for the establishment of
*bootie the federal authorities retain
atAlat degree of control 'wit the-c
• ▪ If the land we-e sold and the
eunivalent entered :ate the general•
IrC.Ietary the right of limited supervis-
ion would be eliminated. The asser-
tion is made that the donor :Lissa).
retains to some extent control ovir
his gift sod this same rule applies to
the government. This quettion has
never been presented in the proposed
fa-m for an emission by the United
States supreme court It has always
teen conceded by a large proportion
of public men that a state has the
same jurisdectinn over its school sys-
tem as is exercised in regard to police
and health regulations. Depaetment
*tic* exPerte now hold that il-
ls a wide chlierence and right of sup-
ervesion over.sceoole remains ecause
o! land -donative.
States' Right nen Aroused.
This pecukar point will undoubtedly
vueeive close attention from the ad-
locates of etetea "lights. Senator
Rayner. Whyte and Overman have
recently dekvered speeches in which
this particular right of the federal
government wateexplicitly denied.
•" Ironer. courts have re -
1.1.1 .117 Cid te JaPanese r
_ not osongoorins..e.ney are not classed
it h Chinese. qr. .alleee igistale.
, The president is determined that
the supreme court shall pass upon
, this specific prneoseretr. According to
stile theory on which the department
‘of justice Nprlosiptijubc San Fren-
etic° boafa.cg atticilion in 'coftstruing
son act of the California legislature
,erhich prohibit, Mongolians from at-
tending the same public schools as
41 .. white &Wren classified the Japanese
•ats Memfo4iaffsr.le beentitsi•Pronotinc-
ediy apparent from the expressions
senators today that a treaty giving
jaean the most favored nation treat-
nit nt can lever tie ratified.
• Governniellt to- Control Schools. '
A treaty stipulation giving Japan
-the same treatment as is enjoyed by
-citizens of the most favored nation
prerupposes absolute equality on all
apoints and this further indicates that
'the federal government assumes con-
trol over the public school systems
of the various* states.
It 'became evident today that at
, least a year must elapse before any
etarety,weelljapan eatt become opera-
S,e4ve3 A reedy of exclusion can not
• - made- efeetive without leetsbiti rite
will require the action of the
• • • . Amiss: as. Well as the senate. The ex-
„chfsion of Chinese watt not made cont-
.- t'attele until a bill was passed' by con-
' If':.7sr';Itere„'Ss. That four weeks of this sere















is Gambling in Sight of
Alabama Legislative
Committee.
Montgomery, Ala., Feb. 5.- -
The Alabama legislative cone/.
inittee has refused to exclude
bridge whist and euchre par-
ties from gambling bills. Par-
lor games will be doted along
with dance halls and poker
games. The new bill makes it
an offense to bet or offer




OLD OFFICIALS NAMED TO
SERVE FOR ANOTHER
TWELVE MONTHS.
President Bailor Re-appointed AU
the Old Standing Committees—
Elections Only Thing Up.
lhe trustees of Caruegie kbrary
met last evening at the building on
Ninth and Broadway. and during the
session the annual election of officers
N% a. held, all the old one; being chos-
en for another teens, as follows
President—K %V. Bagby
Vice-President -- Mrs. Lou;. f.
Rieke, Sr.
Secretary— Mrs. Alonzo R. Meyers.
Treasurer—Charles Weille.
These officers. together with
Mcrae George C. Wallace and Harry
Sasage comprise the trustees for
body, and have made such excellent
custodians of the institution that as
the term of each expires Mayor
Itieer has re-appointed them
Last (senior( President Ruby an-
:sot/tied to serve during 1007 the same
standing committce• • that officiated
feu 1936.
Outside the election the only mat-
ters engaging the attentIon of the
Itrustees last night were of a minor
esttire ,
RELIGIOUS BODIES
Tne W. C. T. U. Gathers Tomorrow
at First Baptist Church—
Other Meetings.
The W. C. T. U. meets tomorrow
a:zernoon a: the First Baptist
ehorch.
The Christian Women's Board of
Missions Auxiliary of the First Chris-
t:an church, meets at 3 o'clock this
etternoon with Mrs. W. J. Hum-
phreys of MO Jefferson.
At 2:30 o'clock this afternoon, the
Ladies Auxiliary of the Knights of
Columba, meets with Ntes. J. If
Sifider of Thirteenth and Madison.
The children of the primary de-
partment of the First Baptist church
Sunday school class arc asked to
meet at the church at 4 o'clock this
afternoon
The Ladies Mite society of the Ger-
man Lutheran church, meets this af-
ternoon eith Mrs. Frank Noes of
Broad street.
SUES FOR LOST SLUMBER.
Landlord Went: $5,000 Because Ten-
ant Keeps Him From Sleeping.
Chicago, Feb. 5.—A suit for $5,000
was started yesterday tit the superior
court by Thomas W. Murphy against
F. J. Lemley, owner of a machine
shop at 57o 'Elston avenue. Murphy
declared in the bill that his property,
a three-story brick apartment build-
ing. had been damaged' through loss
of tenants, who left because of tile
noise prodeced by the machines in
the shop. Murphy charges that the
machines are run all night and that
both he and his tenants have been
kept awake by the rnachinery.
GOULD DEFEATS HARRIMAN
San Francisco. Cal., Feb. 5.—In the
L'nited States circuit court of appeals
tod'ay deCrsion was rendered in the
case of the Western-Pacific Railroad
company against the Southern Pacific
to determine the right of the forme
corporation to croon the tracks of the
latter and build its mole along • the
tide line on the Oakland. side of the
San Fre* The higher dir
t
reversed` loWerecoort and thIllehy
enables George J. Gould to secare
landing on the other side of the bay
for -his new transcontinental road.
proposed by the president efflt not
be retified before adjournment .
TIME EXTENDED
FIVE MORE DAYS GIVEN
THEM BY THE COUNTY
JUDGE.
TEN DAYS ALLOWED TO
HEAR THE COMPLAINTS
JOHN G. REHKOPF BUGGY
COMPANY FILED ARTICLES
OF INCORPORATION.
Ccunty Clerk Smedley Kept Busy
Fixing up Pension Papers for
the Old Soldiers.
'The time for the county board of
supervisors to sit was yesterday ex-
tended by Judge Lightfoot by five
more days. the members of that body
being unable to finish just yet. The
jaw says the board shall sit a certain
number of days to raise and lower
eroperty valuations fixed by the
ccunty assessor for county and state
:ax purposes, and ae the supervisors
have used up the allotted number of
days, the judge has had to grant them
the usual extensions always made.
The law thee provides that the body
shall have ten days in which to bear
complaints, but they rarely ever get
otrough with that feature of the work
in the length of time, so extension
orders arc always issued in tles re-
spect also. It will he one week from
riext Monday before the supervisors
commence receiving the complaining
owners.
Conipeny Incorporates.
The J. G. Rehkopt Boggy Com-
pany” filed articles of incorporation
yesterday in the county clerk's office,
cerlitaliring at Sweetie, while the high-
e amount of indebtedness permitted
is to he $35 coo. The incorporators
ate John G. Retkopf, Earl Walters
anti Silas Jones, and the stock divided
into too shares of $too each, and sit
shares subscribed for by Mr. Rchkopf,
while the two others each take three
shares. The firm is the big buggy,
harness and leather house of Broad-
stay near Second street, and sitirP!)'
ine,,rporates for the future
Pension Payments.
ounty Clerk Smedley is kept pret-
ty busy fixing up the papers of the
old federal soldiers drawing pensions,
f:om Washington for their sedvice
during the civil war. This is the time
;or the quarterly allowances to the
veterans. who get the clerk to fix up
the papers prollerly so they can gee
their money.
Only One Deed.
Only one deed was file,} with the
county clerk yesterdas. it being that
in which Martha and Saunders Fowler
transferred to F. M. .McGlathery for




Alex B. White has conferred power
of attorney to Nolan W. VanCulin.
the document for which was lodged
NN:th the clerk yesterday .
Licensed to Wed.
Maurice T-enihan and Mary Rena
Grief were granted a I;cense by- the
clerk to marry.
Not Trying. Cases.
Judge Lightfoot opened the quar-
terly- court last Monday morning by
calling over the docicet, but he is not
trying any cases on account of being
sick with lagrippe. Although he
manages to be at his office, it is by
sheer'force and will power, as he is
quite ill and does not feel able to
commence hearing the suits jtsst yet.
ONLY ,sONE CASE.
Will Wilkerson Charged With Loit-
ering Around Pool Rooms.
Will Wilkerson'.- case was the only
one On the docket in the police court
yesterday 'morning, but it was not
tried, as the accused failed to appear
and it is believed he has left the city,
velikh the police hope is true. Wil-
kerson was charged with disorderly
conduct by- loitering around pool
rooms, sfloons and other places, Td
was are.ted Monday. He
leased oi his personal bond, with in-
structions to appear for trial yester-
day, but nothing has yet been seen of
him. / -
.speaking of love, some husbands




DOCUgENT SAYS HE IS EMPLOYED UNTIL SEPTEMBER 1,
MID THIS IS UNPRECEDENTED NEWS TO THE TRUSTEES
WHO ARE INVESTIGATING THE MATTER—CHARLES G.
KELLY dr FOURTH WARD AND HENRY BRAME OF SIXTH
WARD ELECTED BOARD MEMBERS IN FILLING VACANCIES
—REGULAR TEACHERS GET NO PAY HEREAFTER WHEN
ABSENT FROM THEIR ROOMS—NO ONE SESSION WILL
BE ALLOWED, ALTHOUGH MR. BECKENBACH FOUGHT
FOR THEM HEREAFTER—MISS ROBERTS GETS LEAVE OF
ABSENCE.
Ouite a sensation was sprung at
the school board meeting last evening
rat the Washhngton building on West
Broadway when Trustee Peter J.
Beckenbach raised the point as to
whether Superintendent C. M. led)
is employed to' occupy his position
until Ste last of July, or whether he
is to keep the place until September
t. The sensation came when Mr.
Beckenbeeh stated that he had found
a contract signed by Harry William-
son and Dr. W. H. Pitcher, former
president., and secretary of the board
reseectively, purporting to show that
Me. Lieli is employed until the first
of next September. Mr. Beckenbach
bald this contract showed some- lines
ectaecited otie while other clauses
were 'inserted with pens which evi-
etriced handwriting of several differ-
ent people. Mr. Beckenbael, con-
tinued that he and other members of
the board had gone over the minutes
showing what transpired at esery
meeting of the board for three years
back and they could not find a no-
tation of any character whatever or
a scratch of the pen shoeing that the
body had authorised Harry William-
son, Dr. Pitcher and Professor Lieb
te enter into a contract of that na-
ture. Mr. Beekenbach said he intend-
ed to cast no reflection on anybody:
bet that ie %weir such an unusual
status of affairs that he wanted it
brought up so the matter could be
looked into, and the present board not
have to employ two superintendents
when Lieb's successor is chosen. if
Fitts contends for his salary vntil
September i.
Some years ago C B. Hatfield was
elected erintensitnt, hitaduttes. be-,
ginning "gust -t.• Treecner. ten
ht resigned and Professor Lieb was
employed to fill out the balance. of
les term, which ended the following
August. F.ach year after then Mr.
Lieb has succeeded himself. _being
chosen foe only twelve months at a
time. Wflliamson and Pitcher were
strong Lieb men. when the board
split last year over the Auperintendent
Trustee Beckenbach and others can
not find any record in the meeting
nenutee that were kept by De Pitcher
who was then secretary, showing that
Professor Licb was employed until
the first of next September. when
always liceetofore his yearly term
expired each August T. Neither do
the minutei for three years back show
that Williamson and Pitcher were
authorized to enter into any contract
of this nature with the superintendent,
who now says he will contend for
his sa'ary until September T. In a
month or two the new superintendent
to supersede Lieb will be elected to
assume charge August r, and if Mr.
Lieb contends for his pay until Sep-
tember g and wins his point in the
courts. the trustees will have two
superintendents tinder salary during
August. ,Even as written, the con-
tract shows changes from the regular
form used :n cases of this kind,'and
tile trustees will have the matter sift-
ed ont thoroughly. The present trus-
tees do not want Mr. Lieb for super-
intendent after his present term is
out, and after their session last ev-
ening eheiboard went into executive
meeting, which excluded all but them-
selves from the chamber, so they
could discuss privately some matters
and applications connected with the
coming dection by them of some one
to take Mr. Lichs place.
Considerable business of an impor-
tant nature was transacted last es-en-
ing-. Nine members were present;
List, Byrd, Clements, Robertson,
Morris, Davis, Maxwell, Metcalfe and
illeckenbach.
One matter was the election of
several ne* trustees. U. S. Walston,
the Foareft ward republican whose
term done not expire until the end
of his ylaar, sent in his resignation
and if was unanimously accepted.
Last year,. the majority of the body
were republicans apd they run things
Os' er the democrats there,.
in, 'WI offering for re-election
were deftitisd and turned out of the
board by#:the voters at large, aid
c:emocratketisetaii-for this year. Wal-
ston .wasSt bold-ea-et eepubliottn, and
not beingreable to run' Win-Rs rough
"bed iii lk manner its .pesseaileel taes
year, he thought lie had better get
put, and the trustees assisted him by
accepting his resignation by acclama-
tion. Mr. Beckenbach then nomi-
nated Charles G. Kelly to fill the va-
cant seat and the latter was chosen
by every vote of those present. Mr.
Kelly is a democrat of the Fourth
ward, hard worker, and of the Kelly
& Umbaugh painting and wall paper.
ing firm on Kentucky avenue between
Third and Fourth.' He is a prominent
Odd Fellow and director in the Fra-
ternity building.
The question was then taken up of
electing a trustee to fill the vacancy
in the Sixth ward. Last Noveenher
new Watson, democrtt, and a butcher
oi Mechanicsburg, was elected by the
people to the board, he to begin his
duties januay t. He does not want
ta serve and refusing to qualify inside
thirty day, this made a vacancy and
Sscretary Byrd nominated Henry
Brame to take the place, while Trus-
tee Morris nominated W. L. Bowers
for the place.. Brame is a contractor
1*.ting on Hays avenue in Mechanics-
burg, while Bowers is a farmer and
stock dealer of Mechanicsburg.
Brame was chosen, getting 6 votes to
Bowers Brame is a democrat and
he and Trustee Kelly take their seats
at the next session.
The trustees changed the manner
of paying teachers and subetutes here-
after for their service.. Heretofore
when a regular teacher was ill, absent
from the city, or kept from her du-
ties ior any cause, a substitute was
put in charge of the room. The sub-
stitutes were paid salaries ranging
from ;Las to ta per day for teaching
.1,ba-oursoi of pemile.-- lf the regular
teacher's pay was. say Salo per day,
the eithstintte was paid, isay ea per
day and then the regular teacher was
"teen the St.so difference between
rhat the substitute got and the revi-
ler teacher's pay. despite the fact the
regular teacher was away and did
work whatever that day. The trus-
tees do not think the cegular teacher,
should have anything atall when they I
arc absent. so during the meeting'
aeopted a rule that beginning fcom
tc-day, n-hen a teacher is absent she
ktts nothing whatever and the substi-
tute receive from $1.o to $2 per day
according to the certificate the holds.
Then this difference between the
substitute's pay and the regular teach-
ee's pay goes into the school treasury.
instead of being given the reeler:1r
instructor as heretofore. The trustees
started to make the rule react that
the stsbstitute get every cent the rege--
ler instructor would, bin reconsidered
on second thought. They think that
by givi ng the teacher nothing for
the days absent, this will act as an in-
centive for them to refrain from being
assay on slight pretext.
Last fall the board ordered loo new
seats from the Hay-nes company .of
Chicago, but as they have never been
sent, the requisition was counter-
n anded.
The principals of every building
were directed to have fire drills as
often as they thought necessary in
order to keep the students in shape
for quick and quiet exit from the
buildings in case of fire. If the spiral
Ere escape at the Washington build-
ing makes any child dizzy or sick in
shooting don n through it, these sus-
ceptible ones are to be drilled liv
rushing down the steps.
I-or several years such a thing as
"one session- on bad and rainy days
has not been known, and at the 're-
quest of many parents Trustee Bleck-
catch introduced a motion that the
sepettintendent be compelled to have
one session when the elements. were
bad enough to justify it. The motion
leas lost, Byrd, Davis, Maxwell, Met-
Ife and Morris opposing , it, while
only List. Beckenbach, ('leenents and
Robertson were for it.
A ktter was read fromtine Paducah
Alumni Association %ogle* that some-
thing be done to shorten the study
hours in the public sdiools, and no
keep the children coed up so to
every day. The board directed th
clerk to write the 'Isircrni committ
that the trustees 'have had under cone
eideration for some weeks the clues-
. 















The Funeral Occurs Tomorrow
Grace Presbyterian Church in
Evansville.
at
Mon. Jame!, Mustache,, the attoi -
ney; yesterday got witelligt the death
Monday of his brattier', e William
Hush:Inds of Spokane, Wash., the lat-
ter passing away after a short illness
with pneumonia. lamagormation
came as' a sad blow as ;it was not
known the brother was itrliThe tele-
gram announcing the 4spolation &air-
ed what disposition shodfd be made
of the body, and Attorney Husbands
s“.red to have it buried there, it be-
ing his intention to move the remains
in the future to this city for inter-
ment.
Judge iVilTiam Husband* was fifty-
five years of age and born in Clinton,
Ky., where he grew to manhood and
was admitted to the bar as a law-
yer. Immediately afterwards lee came
es Paducah and entered the office of
his uncle, Hon. I... I). Husbands re-
circuit court judge, and one of West
Kentucky's brainiest praedttelnere. es,
Mr. William Husbands proved a
bright and apt legal student and gain-
ed much prominence in the profession.
Pt-fore he was thirty yr-ars of age he
y.as elected to.the office of city judge
of Paducah apd there served his con-
stituents faithfully and with credit for
a number of years. it, it lie mused
from this city to Little Jtock,-Arle.
ishere he resided for 'roar yearleeelign
aherwards• at other points until -tin'
years ago when he wrist to Spokane
and located, immediately taking front
tank as a leading barrister, and com-
manding a lucrative practice until
his death.
He was a most excellent gentleman,
held in the highest of esteem by
everybody, and news of An; death
brings deep-seated grief to the hearts
as he was a man close to all
friendS.
Ile is survived by evilly his Paducah
brother in the immediate' family.
Funeral, Tomorrow. 
•
Tonight a special train leas-es
cage with the remains of Captain G.
jack Grammar. en route to Evansville,
which city will be reached tomorrow
neerninte elt 2 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon the funeral services v. "l he
held in the Grace Presbyterian church
officiated over by Re%. W._ J. Darby.
The ceremonies are under auspices
of the Masonic lodge of which the
eeccased was a member. Tntertnent
fellews at the Evansville cenietery.
ever to attend- elt?Petellsrvices. A num -
A number of call friends go
her of railegeetleowasates wilt aecom-
rany the rfairti;'-. from 'Chicago to
Fvensville. •,
Mel Passed' kney.
Lyda Irene, the 23-rizonths-old
daughter ni Mr. and Mrs, Clint Hot:s-
tet:, died yestertay martin* at 8:3n
o'clock of pneumonia at their home in
Mspleurood Terrace. She WAL it sweet.
bright-faced heernb 'vetiegi death
brings sadness to many. The babe .
was the grandchild of Mr. and Mrs.
3. M. Thomas, The remains will be
taken to the.eonnty today for burial.
Carl
• smotlittito.
Terrell Accidentally Shot Him-.
self With Plant Leslie
Eubanks Injured.
Carl .Terrell of North Eighth St.
accidentally shot 'himself yesterday
with a pistol and Dr. Pendley used
the X-ray and found the missile
lodged behind the knee. It went in
the thigh.
Leslie, the son of Dr. W. C. Fit•
banks, fa in the FiftilL and Ken
tiscky avenue school yarPwhile play-
in,g, and broke his left wrist.
Nothing pleases a woman more
than to help a man spend his money.
Don't blame others for tails( yen









MANY MORE BALA. IAA lttiniv.:, Eu
SUITS ARE BEING FILED BE REPAIRED
CITY SOLICITOR CONTINUES LODGING THEM IN BATCHES
UNTIL HE GETS THE MANY HUNDRED INSTITUTED—
WILLIE TEMPLE GIVEN POSSESSION OF SOME GROUND
WHICH WAS CONTENDED FOR BY BEN LIGON—MANY
MOTIONS FOR NEW TRIAI S WERE OVERRULED. IN-
CLUDING ONE IN WHICH MARK WORTEN WANTS SEC-
OND HEARING OF THE CASE WHEREIN JAMES E. WIL-
HELM AND THE REGISTER GOT JUDGMENTS AGAINST
HIM FOR MALICIOUS PRO SECUTION.
More suits continue to be filed by
the city solicitor against parties he
claims owe back taxes to the munici-
pal govartiment, the last batch being
against the following, showing the
amount and year for which they owe:
Nlattie Edwards, St 56, for 1903-04-05:
Cordelia Tayiot, $2-14, for 1905; Ferd
Weatheriugtuti, $4.29, for 1905; Sallie
Thompson, $11.55, for 1903-04-05; J.
II. Muscly, $11:172., for 1903; W. H.
Cloptun, $4.69 for 1904-05; Nelson
Owens, $50.97, for 1901-03-04-05; Mary
D. Wikoff, Pala, for 1904; Bettie
Polk, $7.524 for 1905; /s,Lrs. Louise
Welch, $62.71, for 2903-04-05; Mason
N. Stanley, PIA for 1905; P. A.
Rogers, $ta.35, for 2903-04; Isaac
Clark, $4,43. for 1905: George Rush,
for tgo5; Mks. Kate Berry,
$R.23. for 1003; Thomas H. Haden,
$1360, for 1905; Thomas Young.
$10.33, for 1903; Thompson-Wilson &
Co., and Jeremiah Callahan, $38.81,
for itas3-04-05; R. and If. Howell,
$7.92, for 1903-04; C. and A. llowell,
$43-90, for 1901-03-04; Mrs. Leah
Johnson, $17.6e, for 1903 04-05.
Judge Down to Business.
Foo's.s-Acree Lumber company was
given judgment for S96.67 against J.
L. Golialitly for building material
plaintitia sold defendant. The court
ordered that defendant's property in
Littleville be .sold and the proceeds
taken to pay off the judgment.
A diiorce was granted W. F. Hat-
ton iron: Rosetta Hatton.
Willie Temple was adjudged the
kgal possessor of South Eighth strew
property that Ben Ligon was contend-
fug for. Mias Temple was ordered
given pe,,iession, while the improve-
ments Ligon made to the place were
adjudged paid for by the rent: he col-
lected and retained.
In the suit to wind up the estate
of M iry Ann Purchase,. who is of
ensound mind, the court ordered
Mast,n- Commissioner Cecil Reed Jo
sell her land. pay Venita Purchase
$74-ten and keep the balance for
Mary Alin Purchase. .
The defendant's motion for a new !
trial was overruled in the suit of
Charles Jackson against the Paducah
Traction 'company. An appeal was
taken., Plaintiff got judgment for
$15o ioa..ina the street car company
on account of injuries received by
being shoved from the car by a
motorntati.
The court refused the defendant's
rerinest for a new hearing in the liti-
atioti where Charles W Bsiswell got
judgment against the Citizens' Sav-
ing: bank for $3,250. The bank then
appealed the matter.
In the suit of J. F. Briggs against
Fletcher & Foreman the defendant
aaked tar a new trial and on this
being refused them they took an ap-
peal to the appellate bench. .Briggs
got juelgment for between $5oo and
$600 against Fletcher & Foreman on
the ground they owed him that much
as result of a timber transaction.
Briggs Laving furnished the others
with a large supply of this material.
The plaintiff wanted a new trial in
the case of J. F. Hunt against
Fletcher & Foreman, but this was re-
fused rind an appeal then taken by
Hunt. who claims he contracted with
Fletcher & Foreman and did deliver
for them at Nlaxon's Mill large quan-
tities c.f timber at a certain price.
He claims the others refused to take
the material and he was forced to sell
it at a loss. Ire sues them for the
difference between the price he did
get and that which they agreed to
pay him. hunt lost the case on trial
several weeks ago.
WI A. Martin & Co. paid $55.60 into
court io the divorce suit of Bean as
Bean. That firm owed the defendant
this amount of money, which was at-
tached in their hands by plaintiff and
now turned over to the judge to be
diaposad of.
Mark Worten asked for a new trial
of the suits tiled arainat him by James
E. Wilhelm and The Register News-
wiper company, and the Older refused
the tecond hearing, as hich meant
Wiartea will have to pay off the indg-
merit gotten against him by the paper
and its owner, as the case cannot be
taken to the appellate bench.
Worten brought suits against the
paper and its owner at Smithland (or
Sam Stone. claiming the newspaper
had printed article; damaging the
reputation Of Stone when the latter
was a:rested here and taken to
Marion. Ky.. by the police, who
thought he was the one that had ma-
iiciously injured cattle belonging to
another. It proved to be his son of
the same name that was wanted. The
article did not reflect on Sam Stone.
but Wortcn brought the Sinithland
suits anyhow, ad lort thena The
Registcr and Nig. Wilhelm then sued
Wortcn for malicious prosecution and
tot judgment against him on account
of the expen•e and trouble this paper
was mit to in going to Senithland to
defend the litigation: which it won
there 7,1‘n.
AMERICA'S CRIME AGAINST
CHILDHOOD IS BLOT ON HEP
BOASTED CIVILIZATION
By Harriet Blanton Blatch.
Suffragist and Student of
the Child Labor Problem.
A year ago • little Ola Owens was a
type- of tweet American childhood.
Today she is a type of the child slave.
of which there are 22,000 in the cot-
ton mills of the aouth alone. Little
Ola's home is in Atlanta, Ga., but she
represents a problem that is more far-
reaching than Atlanta or the south.
The child is in reality a living repre-
sentation of what we in America are
doing nith 2,000,000 children.
1 believe firmly that in this respect
civilization in America is on a level
with Rivasia. No other great nation
negle:ts and abuses it children as
wC do.
Our president only a little while
ago cried out against the threatening
approach of race suicide. Mr. Roose-
velt must lack a sense of humor, at
least. Larger families inevitably
mean more children to be ground up
in our
In America over 142,000 children
are warking at the age of ten years,
and the number gradually increases
nntil there are 2611,000 working at the
age of thirteen, soossoo at fifteen. The
sum total of all children working be-
tween the ages of ten and fifteen
years is nearly 2,000,000.
The census of nacto showed that we
'had socipoo children between the ages
of ten and fifteen wo could neither
/TM nor write. I can imagine some
smug citizen sitting back and saying,
"The illiterate foreigner." But not
so. This half million as-ere native
born.
I can also imagine this smug per-
son. saying this half-million arc ne-
woes. Oh, no. The pitiful little
figure of Ola Owens is concrete proof
to the contrary. They are White.
The negro children do not Show great
adaptability to the textile industries,
and the children in the southern mills
are white. The negro boys and girls
nre picking cotton in the fields.
tie (Editorial not—or going to school.)
Coming north we find over 7.000
tatildrgat in ate laa indtestriet. I.it-
Cc boys fasten the giass stopper -
the bottles, and some of them be-
come so expert that they can, and do.
faste4 ;too dozen a da). They work
ten hours, and for this get $4.5o a
week. There arc thousands of them
in Pennsylvania and Indiana. In
Pennsylvania the children are allowed
to work at night as well as during the
day.
And that 2,000,000 is on the in-
crease!
The population of Ameri:a between
the ages of ten and fifteen years has
increased 44 per cent since the census.
In gainful occupations between those
ages the number of workers has in-
creased. about 57 per cent. In some
,the worst occupations for children
the increase is as high as TOO per
cent. Among the tobacco workers
the gain is 85 per cent.
In all this gain there is a marked
feature. The percentage of girls has
increased faster than the boys. In
tobacco the boys' gain is slight, but
the number of girls employed has
trebled.
Some years ago I attended the ses-
sions nf the British Medical associa-
tion, and, with Dr. Warner, studied
the child industry from that stand
point—its mental and physical effect
We found that in institutions and
manufacturing life, where there is
strict regulation and long hours, the
girls suffered far more than the hors
Nature ACM'S to resent this terrible
disciplining of her girls. Here in
America we are actually working our
girls more than our boys.
It is an absolute law of nature that
every advance among us is made by a
longer period of infancy. Beginning
with mammal life, the period shows
increasing length. Among domestic
animals the time they are dependent
on the mother is longer, and so on
until we reach the human family.
Here we find the longest period.
Comparing civilized with uncivilizeg
man, we find that the former takes
care of his children for a longer
period.
In the grand comparison of nations,
Amyl-lea ta shortening her per;o4.1
THE EIGHTH AND HARRISON
STREET BUILDING DIS -
MISSED FOR DAY.
Professor Shrievea Will Take Classes
to Wit-es I-e Factory Ma.
chi-es.
The school building at Eighth and
Harrison streets will not be open to-
day, as yesterday the pupils were dis-
missed with intsruction not to come
hack until tomorrow, as all of today
the plumbers and heating men will
he constantly at work repairing the
basement furnace Which furnishes
beat (aa the structure and which is
so badly out of repair that it gives no
satisfactory results whatever. As the
hammering would disturb the stu-
dents in their work and prevent any
good being done, they were dismissed
and the school closed clown for a day
in oader that things can be placed in
better condition.
Class Vieit Factory.
Professor If. S. Shrieves. of the
scientific department at the Washing-
ton building, will some time this week
take his class in physics and chemistry
to the Paducah ice plant on North
First street in order that the pupils
can personally witness operation of
the big ice manufacturing machines at
that mammoth plant, which is install-
ing some new and up-to-date median
ism of this nature.
Mr. Clayton. of Cincinnati, is in-
stalling the new outfit, which is one
of the finest in the country, and when
it is completely erected the proiessor
will take the students down so he can
explain in detail to them the work-
ing of the important machines.
— - -- - 
Light rn n Long-Forgotarn Tragedy.
From the London Time . .,
There has just returned to Berlin
Dr. A. von Le Coq, the head of the
small scientific party despatched by
order of the German emperor to Chi-
reSe Turkestan in September. 1904.
to carry on the work of excavation in
and around the town of Turfan. For
the most part these discoveries con-
sist of MSS. in at least ten different
languages and paintings on hardeacd
mud, plaster and wood.
There are several in a tongue that
is declared to be utterly unknown.
These last will probably attract the
notice and intereat of ethnologists
throughout the world. Apparently this
!angular is a variation of Syriac.
Althiiugh most of these manu-
script must date back to the eighth
and ninth centuries, if not even earlier
there is no payrus among them, all
being written on parchment two or
three kinds of Chinese paper or
leather.
Othir discoveries made by this ex-
peitiea were of a more gruesome na-
:pre. In one temple unearthed from
the sands that had long covered it Dr
von 1.c Coq found some hundreds of
dead bodies of Buddhist monks. The
Place was crowded with these to the
very door., and evidence was forth-
coming of these having been driven
into the temple by the Mongol fol-
lowers of Confusies and then fas-
tened in that escape was impossible
and death from suffocation ,was only
a matter of time. Probably this tnas-
aacre took place ten or twelve cen-
turies ago, but when the temple was
opened the bodies were found to he in
a remarkable state of preservation.
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTES
AND GET RESULTS.
infancy. Any nation that does this
will inevitably go to the wall just as
the animals have done. Our over-
worked childhood means a depleted
manhood and womanhood—especially
womanhood. It is absolutely certain
that if America does not call a halt
and begin to be a nation of true and
loving parents she will be doomed in
the contest of nations.
From a child smiling back at na-
ture to a frowning, hollow-eyed, hope-
less, resentful creature, a wild thing
of the factories, is the ;story told by
the picture of Ola Owens. "
Among the photographs of various
examples of child victims of commer-
cialism Senator Albert J. Beveridge,
of Indiana, presented to the senate
with his 'speech in behalf of a national
law to scourge child labor from. the
temple of trade, the photographs of
this little Atlanta girl of eight, Ola
Owens, showing her an innocent.
care-free child, transformed into a
miserable, pathetic masterpiece of fac-
tory bondage.
Tens of thousands of children in
this enlightened nation are being ruth-
laaaly flighted in the same manner.
Why? Because there are no laws to
nreveht it—no laws that will save
children in every state.
Senator Beveridge believes his law
will stop it. His plan is a national,
official boycott on the fruits of driven
children. His law would prohibit the
interstate transportation of the prod-
ucts af child labor.
Ire would have you count up the
dollars this child has wrought with
her worn, aching fingers, and weigh
them in the balance with that golden
childhood they have blotted out for-
ever.
Childhood or dollars?' .Whichii.
SKIN TORTURES
AFFLICT CHILDREN
Obstinate Case of Eczema Covered
Little Girl's Limbs with Running
Sores—Poison Oak Made Boy's
Hands and Arms a Mass of Tor-
turing Sores—Sufferers Soon Re-




"Last year, after having my little
girl treated by a very prominent physi-
cian for an obstinate case of eczema.
I resorted to the Cuticura Remedies,
and was so well pleased with the almost
instantaneous relief afforded that we
&warded the physician's preecrigaiton
and relied entirely on the Cuticura
Cuticura Ointment, and Cuticura Pil .
When we commenced with the Cull-
curt Remedies her feet and limbs were
covered with running sores. In about
six weeks we had her completely well,
and there has been no recurrence at
the trouble.
"In July of this year a little boy in
our family poisoned his hands and arms
with poison oak, and in twenty-four
hours his hands and arms were a mama
of torturing sores_ We used only
Cutieura Remedied, washing 
hisa
and arms with the Cutieura Soap, and
anointing thorn with the Cutieura Oint-
ment, and then gave turn the Cutieura
Resolvent. In about three weeks his
hands and arms healed up. So we have
Iota of mute for feeling grateful for the
Ctitieura Itemediete. We find that the
Cutkurs Remedies, are a valuable
boupehold standby, living as we do
twelve miles from a doctor. airs. Leitift
Vincent Thomas. Fairmount, Walden's,
Ridge, Tenn., Oct. 13, 19(1I)."
• LET MOTHERS KNOW
That a warm bath with Cutkura
Soap and a single anointing with
Cuticura. the great Skin Cure, and
puma and bweeteet of eniolirentA, will
afford in•tant Mire and re(nwhing 'deep
for skin-tortured babies, and n-4 fur
tired and wore-out mothers.
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NEGRO SOLDIERS
TELL TALE OF DISGRACE
Senatorial Investigation Into the
Brcwnsville Affair Begun.
Washington. Feb. 5.—The investi-
gation by the senate committer pn
military affairs of the Brownsville.
Tex., affray, was begun today. A
score of negro soldiers of the Twenty
fifth infantry, discharged from the
army without honor because of their
alleged participation iii the shooting
the Texas town, were in attend-
ance when the committee began its
first sitting. They were not invited
into the committee room as a whole.
but were asi.igued to an unused end
of a corridor near the room, and only.
a limited number were permitted to
sit in the room during the proceed-
ings. There was maiy one white man
in the group of witnetaes
The negroes, while waiting to he
Called, discussed political affairs with
an occasional reference to the prob-
able length of the Oquiry, but be-
cause of agreement, or for rea-sons
best known to themselves, the merits
of the affair to be investigated and
the prabable result of the inquiry
were talinc,ed as a subject of conver-
sation.
Looking on the Sunny Side.
(Wank:otitis (Okla.) Unmet.)
Without a pass the newspaper Mali
can stay at home, attend to hi; bitai-
itess and become acquainted with his
family. Having a pass last year cast
the writer $t5o, which would (name
quite gandy right now. to say noth-
ing of the time lost.
Wisdom is the fruit of experienc,
The Publisher's
Claims Sustairied
UNITED STATES COURT Of CLAIMS
Tho Puhiiihers of Webster's Intarastioaid
OktIonary elk.ge that it is, in tact,t he popu-
lar t'nabrkiged thoroughly re-edited Is every
detail, and vastly enriched Inerery part- with
the purpose of adapting It to meet the larger
and severer requirements of another genera-
tion."
We are of the opinion that this allegation
most clearly and accurately describes the
work that boa been accomplished and the
result that hams been reecho& The leettonary.
as It DOW stands, has been thoroughly Re-
edited in every detail. has been corrected In
every Parts and is admirably atioptod to meet
the and severer requirements of •
sever= which demands more of popular
philological knowledge than any generation
:hat the world has ever oontal nett
It Is perhaps needle's to add that we refer
to the dictionary in our judicial work as
the highest authority In accuracy of dedlnl-
tkm; and that in the futureas in the past tt
will be the source of constant reference.
=MSS C. WIT, Cale Its,
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'811 IS ThE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG !NOS'
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CtNT INTER-.
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE.. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
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PROFESSOR HARRY GIBSON 
HAS GONE TO BOWLING GREEN
TO ENTER UPON HIS NOR
MAL COURSE AND WILL BE
FOLLOWED BY THE OTHER E
LEVEN WHO GO FROM






BILLINGTON AND COUNTY ATT
ORNEY BARKLEY.
Mr. Harry Gibson, professor of 
the
ounty public schools; at Oaks,
 has
-brought to a close the present 
term
and gone to Bowling Green 
to attend
the State Normal college, be 
being
nc of those appointed fro
m this
county by Superintendent .Sa
muel J.
Billington, of the count yedu
cational
institutions. The school at Wo
odville
has been dismissed by the 
teachers,
MIAS< S Lillie and Annie Knot
t. who
will leave In about two weeks fo
r the
state normal, they being tw
o more
receiving this free tuition 
appoint-
ment. The others selected 
teach
schools at the places followi
ng their
isames below, and as soon 
a stheir
term- end and the buildings arc 
closed
foe the winter they will 
leave for
Bowling Green to enter upon 
the nor-
mal course: R. L Heath, of 
Melber;
Dloca Keel and Ada Long, 
of Rag-
land; W. T. Lawrence, of 
Fisher"
Achool; J. S. Veneasevic, of the 
West
atteCracken school; Laramie 
Lockett,
oi Woodville, and atertlia B
oaz.
Each county is allowed to 
send ten
normal school students 
nho take




-election of the ten above 
mentioned
.ome weeks ago. As they will nut
 be
able to take the full course 
of nearly
tiler mouths the supe
rintendent is
oternated to make additional 
appoint-
ments. these supplementary 
selections
being tiititlea to a course e
qual to the
mount of time lost by the 
original
ten in tailing to get the full 
twenty-
, +chi weeks lu taking 
advantage of
this Mr. Billingtoct recently 
named
Clatidc Shemwell, of Woodville
, and
Annie Hutchison. of Lovel
accville,
Who will stand long enough 
so that
the erlscle twelvc will base 
utilized
only As weeks combined.
linscutivs Council.
Mr Billiirgton. who is 
superintend-
eat of the county schools and 
presi-
dent of the educational 
association
counties oi the First Congr
essional
iliotriet. has called a meeting 
for to-
morrow in Isis office at the c
ounty
court n• use of tlee superintende
nts of
the public schools in every couu
ty in
the district. These superin
tendents
oomprist the executive board of 
the
talucatis nal Improsement 
League.
• -Ouch was inaugurated and 
organized
last fall during the district 
educ.,-
tional assotiation's annual to
m% cotton
at Princeton. The olijet 
o' tbe
league is to organize sub-bodies in
every school district in each county
of the First district and work for ad-
vancement, betterment and to en-
thuse more interest in the county edu-
cational institutions among the teach-
ers, patrons and students.
This executive committee tomorrow
will outline the mode of procedure to
be pursued in organizing these magis-
terial bodies in every one of the thir-
teen counties. At the Princeton
gathering the league was gotten up,
but not until now will there be
worked out the details, which will be
put into effect on opening of spring.
Boundary Controversy.
Superintendent Billington and Coun-
ty Attorney Alben Barkley yesterday
settled the controversy between the
trustees of the Farley county school
district and the trustees of the Hover-
lump district, which adjoins the
other, both in the neighborhood of
Gip Husbands' farm. aouth of the city
several miles. Both these districts
are preparing to put up new school
buildings, money for which is raised
by taxing the land in each district.
When the districts were originally
laid out the end of the Husbands farm
was the dividing line. Husbands has
sold off much the property since then
and this naturally draws closer to his
home the line dividing his property
from others. Hoverkamp now claim,
the property sold off. but which 
was
menu] al in the Farley distrist befor
e
the sale. The trustees of both &a
-
trsets went to assess this land and get
money with which to pay for the new
buildings The controversy was 
laid
before Mr. Billington. who had th
e
county attorney to pass legally on th
e
matter, and the latter decided t
hat
th eproperty was suscepible to ta
xa-
tion by the Farley district alone, be
-
cause the sale of the ground did no
t
change the original Husbands di
vid-
ing line, and that transference o
f
ownership did not move the property
outside the Farley district
M•sre Literaries.
The county teachers base held thsi
r
last monthly literary meeting u
ntil
next fall on account of many of the
rural district !schools nos% having dis-
missed for the term. There are forty
three altogether, and nearly half of
them have closed until summs r and
REPLY TO DECLARATION OF THE
REV. SPURGEON, OF LONDON
By Rev. Henry A. Stimson.
(Congregational.)
The chriatian theory of the 
oermon
is that it is a message from 
God on
the life of a man who is set ap
art to
list- near to God, and so to know 
the
will and mind of God. If it c
eases to
be that, whatever else it may 
be, it
ceases to be a sermon.
Belief in God involves belief in re
-
ligion. and that involves worship. an
d
that in turn the belief in the 
presence
of God iii Ilis sanctuary. and 
His
voice in the word of the preach
er.
•()f course, there are always 
preachers
and hearers who forget this, but 
if it
Isere generally forgotten or disbe
-
lieved. the religion of Jesus 
Christ
would quickly cease to be a 
living
force. I sec no reason to believe t
hat
that is true. therefore I cannot 
think
that the sermon hao lost its place
 or
'its power.
"Eliminating the sermon" would be
eliminating the life from public wor
-
ship. It would qnieldy die altoget
her
and become a mere form.
By Rev. Junius B. Remensnyd
er.
f Lutheran.)
The strain of modern life, the m
ul-
tiplication of worldly attractions, the
complexity and imperious demands
 of
'liminess, encroach upon the Su
nday
hours and deplete church atten
dance.
do not believe, however, in 
the
•S(-cu1ari7ation of the pulpit as a rem
-
oily. When religion surrenders th
e
word of God for any modern S
ubsti-
tute. it will find that it has fallen 
into
contempt with the very ones who 
op-
--posed it. And contempt is fa
r more
olestructive than enmity, which is 
ever
an implied recognition of po
wer. It
is the faithful preachers of th
e gospel
who. in the end, bold their cong
rega-
tions. The church will have its 
times
ani spiritual coldness and reaction 
in
the present, as it has had them at
•various periods of history. but it 
will
always have a unique missio
n and
pots•er.
By Rev. John 1. Kean.
(Roman Catholio.)
\.. an evidence that the sermon still
is a powerful factor, one has only t
o
regard the church attendance on spe
-
snal occasione when famous sp
eakers
are announced. Also at mission s
er-
Nice!, the sermon is looked forward to
as a most important and interesting
part of the exercises. The p
reachers
at the .e mission services are selected
for their fitness, and their sermons, of
an hour's length, are carefully pre-
pared. They touch the eternal truths
of revelation: sin, its enormity, its
punishment, its atonement; the love
and fear of God; the beauty of the
virtues; the repulsieeness of the vices
Sermons of this sort bring the crowds
to the church and stir up thc people
to a new life. The church is in no
danger of eliminating the sermon, but
the clergy are coming to an apprecia-
tion of the fact that the short sermon
is more potent than the long lit-
course.
By Rev. R & McArthur.
(Baptist.)
in every community during all the
centuries there has been a claw' of
persons to whom the remarks ofRea.
Thomas Spurgeon would literally ap-
ply. Ile is very competent to speak.
on this subject. But in every ag
e
there have been those who were read-
ily reached and profoundly moved by
sermons. The old gospel has not lost
its pristine power; it is still the power
of God unto salvation. This is prove
d
today by summer evangelistic cam-
paigns in tents in New York city.
There never were. in the history of
the city. movements so aggressive and
successful during the heated term as
those of the last two summers. The
"cloth". as cloth fortunately has lost
its power, but the "cloth" and the
pulpit, as representing educated, pa-
triotic, manful and consecrated men,
were never so great a power as today.
'Report Small; Action Big.
Sir George Walton, admiral of the
blue, was detached August it, 1718,
with :he Canterbury and five other
ships after a Spanish fleet, and on
the 18th he forwarded to Adrojral
Ryag the following letter:
Sir—We 4iave taken and destroyed
all the Spanish ships and vessels tha
t
were upon the coast.
The number as per margin.
T am. &c. G. WALTON.
Canterbur). off Syracuse, Aug. t6.
1718.
Taken. ,
'Admiral Mari and four men-of-wa
r,
6o. 54, 40 and a.4 guns; a ship 
laden
with arms and a tomb ye' -el
Burnt
Four men-of-war of aa, 44. 40 
al1,1






and frankly, in strictest confidence, telling all your
troubles, and stating your age. We will send youFLU ADVICL, in plain sealed envelope, and a vat-
uabn o4-page book on "Home Treatment for Women."
Address: Ladles' Advisory Department, Tbe
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
G
The Dark Side
of a woman's life is seldom seen by anyone but herset
agonies, what misery, what fits of melancholy and the blues,
miserable sufferers from female disease have to endure, or
after another! What wonder so many thousands of wome
truthfully say that they are happy! Are you? Happiness
called complete without health, .and health is best obtainedWINE CARDIII:
which has made many thousands happy in restored health and strength.
said I had nervous prostration, but gave me no relief," writes Lizzie Matt
Vernon, Ga. -I was sick for nine years. I could hardly eat and could no
back and hips ached. I was very Irregular and would have to stay in bed
days. I have used 3 bottles of Cardui, and now I can say that my health
for the past nine years." Cardul relieves pain, regulates fitful function*
your weakest organs, makes you well and HAPPY. Try it.
At Every Drug Store in $1.00 Bo
FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Beautiful Framed Picture
The Twtec-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo., is giving away a beauti-
fully framed picture, size 5 1-3 by
7 1-4 inches, to every one sending $1
for the year's subscription to their
great semi-weekly paper and Farm
Progress, a monthly agricultural pa-
per pablished by The Republic.
This offer is open to both new and
old subscribers. If you she taking
the paper at present, send in your dol-
lar and have your time marked up for
one year and get one of these beauti-
ful pictures without any extra cost.
The nictures re genuine works of
art, done in nine colors. Two of them
are heads of beautiful girls. One
wears a black picture hat and has two
roses pinned to her pink bodice. I'
this one is desired, otder No. to, "The
Spring Girl" No. it, or "The Summer
Girl," Wears a light brown picture
hat, trimmed with light green. She
also wears a white and green waist,
with a bunch of very pretty flowers at
her breast. The remaining picture, or
No. 12, is a three-quarter length pic-
ture representing "The Winter Girl."
with a long coat, boa about her neck
and a muff.
The frames are made of rounded
metal and are all black. To tell them
from real ebony it would be necessary
to take them from the wall for ex-
amination. The pictures and frames
are neat and pretty enough to grace
the walls of a millionaire's home.
There is nothing cheap or shoddy
looking about them. They cannot be
duplicated in the retail stores for It--
than So cents. The best recommends
lion that we can give them is to say
that if you are not thoroughly sato
fled with your picture they will refund
the money for your subscription and
pay the postage for returning the pic-
ture to them.
If you are already a subscriber to
the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC,
or if you want only the agricultural
monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver
dime for one year's subscription to
this big sixteen-page farm and home
paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE-
PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi-
weekly family paper in the country,
and Farm Progress is the fastest
growing farm monthly in America.
Remember that you get both these
splendid publications for a year and
cnc of these handsomely framed pic-
tures, all for only $1.
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter or bank
draft. Do not send personal cheeks. .1"1"11.411114/1"1"1"111".
"6"/"1".14111"1"1"..."1 1"."1 114111.
Write name and address plainly. A.:- •••••11m"
dress all orders to the St. Louis Re- ,
public, St. Louis, Mo.
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying mat Let as build the house; you pay for it as gum
pay rant Vacant lots in in parts of tbe city. Nice Sots au ides
proposed car exteaskas an Broad to anise depot soll es Also
streets from Ilso to Sige each. Bay now on installment phis
while cheap. Trim is the highest ground in the city. Property
ansendng
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE dr MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
Lilard D. Sanders. Pres. and M. Pbone alia.
11.14.111! 
Grafting and Slave Buying in 1300.1 THE POINT OF VIE
W.
...—.....
F alanoti Crawford 's ncw serial . (Ella a Fanning in Chicago Record-I
"Arethusa. a Princes, of Slavery,"
es nn ng n e . merican alag-
nine, contains a reproduction of a
reccipted bill for three slaves which
reveals the price of human beings in
taco, and Acme how, even in throw
days, agents grafted on their employ-
ers. Here is the bill:
For One Greek maid slave.
slave-born. between sev-
enteen and eighteen
years old, answering to
the name Arethusa.
without blemish, scar or
birthmark, having nat-
ural brown eyes. twenty-
eight teeth all sound.
weighing two Attic tal-
ents, and five mina-
dmore or less, an speak-
ing Greek, Latin and
Italian 
For two maid slaves, from
Tanis. slave-born, of
fourteen and fifteen, an-
swering to the names of
Lucilla and Yulia. sound
healthy. never having
been tortured or brand-
ed, ,each having black
hair, black eyes. and
twentydeigiht t c
trained to wait on a lady
and speaking intelligible
Greek. besides a barbar-
ous dialect of their own.
warranted docile and
not given to stealing; at
20 dncats each .
Herald.)
jest bi Th "Hip, hurrah!' cries Bob. "It's snow-
ing!
I
, Now for coasting and for fun!
Toward the park you'll see me headed!
Just the minute school is done!" 1
"Fair)- snow!" sighs the professor: !
Thorne' lao glasses views the
flakes,
"Form, no earthly art may rival
Cunning Mother Native makes."
."Good for trade!" chortles the mer-
chant.
"This will move our winter stock.
' Quick! To advertise a mark-down •
Ituyaro to my doors will flock!"
"Snow's the foil for me!" m̀iles CUMBERLAND TELEPHNNE fit, TELEGRAPH CO
46.4 .446.44. 4.4r4aa.44444•4 IONIkaillagiaahibanaPAS-A0,10.41111
j. E. COULSON,
P LOMBINGH,
$team and Hot Water Heating.





good health and this cans-
bined with modern sari -ay
fixtures helps to keep th.: doctor cut
of your house. "Maaskiad• Poe:al:an
Enameled plumbing fixturez make
healthy bath rooms, are L.Mtary ard
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bat!: im-
prorrr,ntr., kt ,'7"17 yfr:. ::mpies of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter bow small Of how later vcur.!oh.
E. D. HANNAN.




Ducats aoo Gazing in The mirror long. 
INCORPORATED
"On the street in blue and ermine. Has issued statement of its business for month of December and
 the
I'm a dream! A glad sweet song"' increase in the number of its subscrib era is shown as follows:
. Number subscribers December T. soca ........ .
 .. ..... 161,363




('Tis not poetry that he talks.
"Up to me to spend more money,
'Paying men to shovel walks!"
CUTS MAIL COST $10,000,000
House Committee on Postoffices Re-
duces Money for Railroads.
1 Washington. Feb. s --Appr9rtria-
tion aggregating $2oo.180,567 ave car-
Ducats 40 ried in the postoffic
e bill agreed upon
In all . Ducats aacr
GULLABI GULBENKJAN. the son
of Dadirjan. Merchant. (Witness)
—SEBASTIAN OMOBONO. of
Venice, clerk.
Omobono, who brought the slaves
for hi.; master, observed that the re-
ceipt ackoowledged forty ducats as
the price of the two girls, instead of
twenty-four. lie land Cullabi had
privately agreed upon twenty-four
ducats as the price.
"Guilabi Gatlbenjan. surnamed the
Truth-speaker, does not sell slaves at
twelve ducats," answered the Armen-
ian with dignity. "Moreover, your
employer will see that he has paid
forty, and you can justly keep the
sixteen ducats for yourself."
"That would not be honest." pro-
tested Omobono, shaking his neat
gray beard.
Cullahi smiled in a   
; by the house committee on aostoflices
? Aanu post roads tonight. The postof-
rice appropriations for the current
! year were $191,670,562.
! Cuts aggregating $io,000.000 have
! been made by the committee in pay-
meats to be made to railways for
i carrying mails and for use of cars.
i
1 A straight cut of $3,000,000 is made
i through a reduction in the rate per
c 
tpn to be paid on heavy mail routes;
a cut of $1.000moo is made in the rent
to be paid railways for postal cars:
la cut estimated at $1,000,000 -is made
I by eliminating the weight of mail
I bags from the weight upon which
I railways are to he paid for carrying,
, mail and a probable cut of about
i aacloo,000 wit result from the 'decision
! Of the committee to have ascertaino4
;.tile daily average mail over the remiteS
; by dividing the weekly weights by
.1,.. seven instead of by fix a: if thepresent practice.pityingnay. •
2,803
1,828




1111UrAff MAL 113114.7%. //WIWI KJENTUCICY FARM SAWpisamrinvpAysteNT LOTS FOR /NVESTMENT.
IIMITUeltY RIAL PSTATB JOURNAL AND PRICBMIIIN
FREE To VFAYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
W.LICI a SW. WIlintMOILL. rakiadtanasiu,
It's a lazy man who lets his wife do
i ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER Advertise m the Resister _and















ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary
Entered at the Postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter
One ,Yeac  







Anyone failing to receive this paper
regular)" 'should report the matter to




We arc authorized to announce the
candidacrof Joe A. Purchase for city
jaiter,.-subj.:ct to the action of the
democratic: party.
Owe are authorized to announce the
tildididalar of W. T. (Billy) Reed for
city - laifera. Inalsk0 to the action of
the dem&ratic patty.
We lifeauthotized CO announce the
candidacy of Sam L Beadles for city
jailer, subject to the action of the
aristocratic' party.
We arc authorized to announce the
candidacy of AL Hymarsh for city
jailer, subject to the action of the
democratic party.
. Railroad Commissioner.
We are authorized to announce
George W. Landram. of Livingston
county, as a candidate for railroad
romanissioncx from the First Rail-
road district of Kentucky: subject to
the action of the democratic party.
City Treasurer.
\Ve are authorized to announce the
candidacy of %Wham Kraus for city
treasurer, subject to the action of the
democratic party.
--
Wednesday Morning, Feb. 6. Igoe.
Streets and sidewalks are dedicated
for the use of the public and not for
the private use of individuals or firms.
It often occurs tato city authorities
g -ant pertnisAon for the public high-
v ays to he used for purposes other
lean -for public traffic. They have
ro power by law to grant any such
eivileges, and anything permitted on
tee sidewalks or streets, other than
piles for the benefit of the rreperal
pebtic. ie an unlawful obstruction
and will be so held by the courts
should any one become injured there-
he unless a wirning or danger signal
hi displayed thereon.
'The safest pien for a city to pursue
i• to prohibit any and all obstructions
from being placed on the streets that
, are not to be removed therefrom in a
• few bodes, except building material.
arid even in those instanccs, under
seinen: regulations. If any one is
. gr:scn the right'to obstrutt the streets
and sidewalks, every citizen is entitled
to the same privilege Intl if at should
;wail themselves of that grant, the
etreets woulci be blockaded and num-. .
c•rous accidents occur. .each. a state
of affairs would readily convince the
authorities that the ;trees must be





,(Frt411  Mild -4 Boom.
The day of the 'pqAtie,41. hose is• . 'nearing an end. The Utiee -Cse. Y.)
Press truthfully says •
'The people are less' and leo, well
disposed toward bosses. They want
none- of them: eselefteetpelitical boss is
coming into constantly increasing dis-
favor. The voters are more and oldie
awake and determined not only to
know hut to transact their own busi-
ness without waiting to be told by
any eeh-constituted guardian. There
'have; been recent examples showing
that conventions can be controlled by
Ale politicians but that the voters arc
free'and independent and that when
they go to the polls thee; cast ballots
accieeding to their own ideas- and as
eheyerhoose." .
'i,   -41.---,—.
,
•r devotees. of "bridge" and ) pro-gres; 
ve euchre in "Alabama will
eithet have to go out of the state to
indishre in the game, offer no prizes
or be %cry sly lit playing. If they
are determined to
eanit" the ladies will run the risk of (t-seed love for tee black man and of was the rentv. "T 'd like to see ihimtiavinit their houses raided by the po-:hie eoloention for enual riolos: . for a few minutes."' "So would I
eice, as the legisiaeve committee pate! reeene it te tee e.,....,.- re- see He elteet ere-Tie tootle yete-__Nte
all perlor card games where prizes president to consult a mato: about waukee Sentinel.
are offered on the same plane as those
played in gambling halls.
There are many mysteries in tee
world, but one of the greatest is the
v.hyfore of a man standing holding
open a door while the thermometer
is flirting with zero, and—Shut that
door!
A Chicago man has sued for $5,000
damages on account of lost sleep. Ile
never %%coked on a morning news-
paper. He would have learned to do
without sleep.
•
ISpeaking of great men, once reiai-
nent in the dispatches, what • s be-
come of Aguinahlo?
-
Something Worse Than War.
eChicago Chronicle.)
War is a dreadful thing even ashen
the issue of it ie not dreaded. It is a
dreadful thing for a great people,
leading !he van of liberty and civili-
zation, engrossed in the arts of peace
and rejoicing in unprecedented pros-
perity and affluence, to turn aside
from these things for years of blood-
shed and a colossal debt sat to dem-
onstrate its prowess. It is like a
peaceable and dignified citizen being
compelled to take off his coat and
administer a thrashing to a quarrel-.
some rowdy.
This is the only kind of "war
scare," if any at all, that this country
has experienced during the last two litical leaders into intense activity, be inhuman, she thought, to levy a taxweeks, and .it is net nearly so alarm- Politiciaug will not permit tbeenseivec a poor man because none of theing in obeli as the suspicion expressed to be quoted, but privately they do taer sex would consent Sc, have himin some quarters that it has been art- not heaitate to ear that such an ap_I for better or worse.fullg worked up for the purpose of pointment by the president- would die- "1' can sec one advantage of a
coercing the people into making hu- rapt the local party organizations ewe bachelors' tax bill—to give the legis-mileating concessions to a foreign something to do to rest theirthe)" believe. !urn the state over to; btori
the democrats. They claim the col-t weary brains," she said. 'Suer bills
ored vote is not strong enough and as the bachelors' tax bill. the anti-
that the race is not of importance large-hat bill and others of the kind
financially and socially to rocciae so sent' to give the legislators some
much consideration." !diversion front their tasks and I
Thi sis all very amusiug. Ohio re- Oink no one convidere such bills ser•
publicans. including Senator_ Foraker, ieusly. No one is a bachelor from
all favored the appointment of Dr. cht ice. It is not his fault that he ri I
SPECIALCrum to 'be collector of customs at mains a bachelor."
the port of Charleston. If the mat- In discussing the Chicago council's YARD
ter gets into the United States senate, bill to milict the death penalty upon
ff
as it seems likely to do, the southern women and children Mrs. McCullochsenators should "hands o" and let 
 ruitcuLLiTtlomrsoN
the norhern repub tlicans tight it out 
said that the penalty is so severe that
perpetrators of the crime would esamong themselves, cape punishment because no jurythe courts but without awaiting the 
oield he found that would convictmoth of a s,uit already begun it can Down With the Brown! ItIrem. In place of the death Knelt; Ionly mean that some people are panic I (London Lancet.)t.tricken and arc willing to make this The broom threatens soon to be 
a,I Mrs. McCulloch suggested that action









Exercise outdoors if possible.
Bathe every morning in a warm
room.
* Sip Lot milk when too tired to eat.
Weary features arc very easily re-
freshed.
A little steaming is very good for
the face.
Then follows a washing with pure.
and soft water. •
Skilled massage with some fine cold
cream is next in order.
As a rule the finishing touch is in
the form of an applkation of a good
powder.—Philadelphia Record.
PITY, NOT TAX ON BACHELOR
Mrs. McCulloch Sees Mistakes in BM
to Levy on Lonely Men.
power.
There is in the San Francisco case
what tire lawyers call a "conflict of
laws." A treaty with a foreign na-
tion is supposed to conflict with the
}awe of California and the antlaority
of the school board of San Francisco.
Obviously the proper method of solv-
ing a conflict of laws is by litigation.
and an v reasonable party will await
and abide by its result.
Wh^n it is nronosed that the school
board shall siolate the laws of Cali-
fornia and surrender its ewn legal
rights not only without appealing to
e- -
RACKET STORE.
THIS IS THE SEASON WHEN THE SEWING MACHINE IS
MADE TO HUM. WE HAVE MADE GREAT PREPARATIONS
FOR THE SEWING SEASON AND OFFER A GREAT MANY
VALUES THAT WE WILL BE UNABLE TO DUPLICATE THIS
SEASON.
Wa h Goods
nation eat dirt not so much for the
benefit as for the amusement of
Japan.
This polecy can have only the mote.
disastrous consequences. It will de-
stroy' the respect which Japan has
hitherto felt for this country and lead
her to prepare still further humilia-
tions for it. Even after San Fran-
ei.eo shall have humiliatel and stulti-
fied hereelf sheep i rint Shp rfanso•P't
prospect of its doing any good. She
is to be enninensated for this by a
treaty excluding Jananese coolies
from teis country, and this in turn
is to•be based on the exclusion of
American workmen from Japan. This
is co preposterous that the senate ha<
informally served notice on the tow-
ernmees that no Such treaty will ever
be ratified.
The nroencet is. therefore, that the
Californian: will ear their neck of dirt
without any comorneatina edvantacre
and that the voyernment will he con-
fronted with a harder task than ever
in trvitig to humble itself sufficiently
to satisfy the Asiatic mind.
Nobody in the broad expanse of
this country wants to see anoseer
war. hut there are worsse thincrs than
war ary4t one of these things is 3
crinving rervility to other natioro
elides** at hot in the very war which
it is relied nil to prevent
A Northern Agitation.
(Na'shville Banner.)
The consternation whiih the preei-
(knee: announced intention to appoint
a negro to the post of collector of
cuserims in Cincinnati 'has created in
that city and among northern repub-
licans generally is very humorous
from a southern point of view. The
evident play of politics between the
president and Senator Foraker which
it involves, and the complete counter-
March it makes on the "fire alarm"
statesman, together with the pertur-
eation in Cincienati, make an. inter-
esting situation.
Senator Foraker' i friends were
quick to charge a retaliatory spirit in
thee contemplated appointment. The
president, however, has authorized the
statement that the attitude of Sena-
toreForaker has heft no connection
whatever with his decision; that he
believes the negroes of the middle
west should he represented in the fed-
eral government: that no vacancy ex-
Ots either in Illinois or Indiana to
which a representative of this race
miceht he appointed. and that one is
due in the collectorship of customs at
Cincinnati. If Senator Foraker'e at-
titude did not incline the nrcedens to
this idea it looks very much as if Mr,
an important, Appointment. in his own
mate, anel 'especially in the place of
hie residence, but the president has
neglected to hold any conference with
either Senator Foraker or with Sena-
tor Dick, concerning this proposed
appointment, lie asked Booker Wash-
ington to designate an Ohio negro fit
to fill the place and this elicited from
Senator Foraker the sarcastic refer-
ence to the Tuskegee school teacher
as "the third Ohio senator."
Booker Washington, it seems, rec-
ommended one Ralph Tyler, of Co-
lumbus, who ii private secretary to
Robert F. Wolfe, owner or the Colum-
bus Dispatch and the Ohio State
Journal, but the fact that Columbus
is outside of the Cincinnati customs
district gave occasion for protest in
the latt,er say and made ground for
objection that really was predicated
on Tyler's 'Color.- A Wnsbington dis-
patch to the Chicago Tribune says:
4'Unquestionably the president has no
desire to offend Cincinnatians, and if
they Object, Tyler will not be named.
Another negro, a native of that city,
will, in this case, get the place. It
is understood the president if having
an investigation made of the qualifi-
cations of a number of Ohio ilegroto,
sorne of whom live in Cincinnati."
How the matter is regardectin Cin-
cinnati is indicated in a dispatch to
the Chieago Tribdne from that city
which says!
"The gespoet from Wbellituttott that
President Roosevelt it considering the
qualifications of :Yatiout colored men
for the appointment to die' federal
office of collo:tot of customs at this
port caused • consternation today
among the politiciaat% of the republi-
can patty and stirred the colored po-
obsolete as the old copper warming
pan, judging from the number of sac
own dust remover-, which are being
placed upon the market_ .TTie ;things-
is one which must meet with the un-
qualified approval of all eho know
what a breeding ground of disease is
the common dust of our houses.
Every housewife who is possessed of
cleanly- instincts should welcome an
apparatus which removes dust instead
of scattering it in alt directions, lost
to the senses, so to speak, for a time
by its attenuation in air, only sooner
or later to settle again on the shelves,
pictures. curtains and carpets in a thia
film. Moreover. the removal of dust
and its collection in a receptacle by
means of the racoon" cleaner permit
1
of Its absolute destruction by fire.
Bacteriological science can easily
demonstrate the existence of disease
germs in common household dust,
and there is evidence of an eminently
practical character that dust is other -
1 source of disease: there could
hardly he a more effectual means of
spreading the infective and irritating
narticles than the 'id-fashionel
broom
ABOUT PEOPLE.
Mrs. King, proprietor of a vast
ranch in Texas, can ride fifty milts in
one direction without getting off her
own land.
Henry H. Rogers., just past his 67th
birthday, has no intention of putting
off the harness, though be has agreed
to give the youngstens a chance to
help him.
I The tallest soldier in the world issaid to be "Long Ivan," a member
of the First regiment of guards in
else Russian army. Ivan lacks only
half an inch of being eight feet in
height. He is et years old and finely
proportioned.
Mee. Carl E. Ackerley, wife of the
man who has been collecting zoologi-
cal specimens for the Field muecum
of Chicago in East Africa, was one of
the beet shots in the party. ITer gun
brought down two of the largest ele-
phants captured.
Students and admirers of OCorgi-
Meredith will be pleased to !eerie that
although the author is a yery-otd•man
he 'has good health and his heart i,
as young and his interest in life as
keen as ever. Mr. Meredith was boric
in 1828 and he began publishing with
a book of poems in eSso
The husband of Bret liarte's datigh
ter is reported by the New York
papers as Frederick Dorr Steele, in-
stead of Milford Steele, as generally
believed. The forirer is of a well
Roosevelt were endeavoring to pla- knnven,Vermont faMily connected by
rote the nevro voters who may have inarriaee with Nim John C. R. Thor,
been offended at the peremptory dis- the aged, enthoress.
cluirue of the Brownsville soldiers,
and rhat he found it convenient to d "Is your husband up vet?" asked
this in a way that would make a se- the early caller of the eour-fe 0-
-ere test of Senator Foralrees nos- man at the door. "I. expect
•
The ,misogynist and the bachelii:-
acho rails at marriage simply is dem-
onstrating the fable of the fox and
the sow grapes, in -the opinion of
Mrs. Catherine Waugh McCulloch,
who addressed the Evanston Wo-
mares club yesterday on "mire mete"
liter was aot the title of the addrees,
but at any rate it was the subject.
Mrs. McCulloch started out withI the proposed bill to inflict a tax upon
beetelors. Such legislation did not
meet her approval at all. Bachelor-
ship in. Mrs. McCulloch!, opinion is.
a misfortune, not a fault, and it would
tile same manner as juvenile offenders
are mid to have been cured in Nide
delphia.
la reference :o the deed labor law
the speaker said that Teal danger ie
the lives of the children is not pro•
sided for. She advocated a new bill
selech would provide that the child be
either in school or employed during
the period between 14 and lb years.
The °Imago municipal suffrage
hill, providing that all women of the
city of Chicago possessing all the
qualifications required of men for
%citing- sash that of sex may vote for
ail municipal office....s a.nd measures on
the same terms as men. was discuss-
ed favorably by the speaker.•A vote of thanks was extended to
Representative %V. C. Levers of Ev-
anston for the introduction into the
legislature of the wife abandonment
bee
CAUGHT IN TRICK ON STORK
Woman Tries to Pent Off Baby on
Blind Husband as Own
Wabash, Intl., Feb. s.—Failing dis-
mally to palm off the babe she had
smuggled into her home as her own.
after haying summoned 1 physician
and claiming that she was about to
give birth to a child, MTS. Eli Mid-
dleton has been forced by her blind
husband to return the child to Fort
Wayne, where she got it: He accome
partied her to return the child, but
both refuse to tell the secret of the
transaction.
Desiring to provide her husband
with an heir, Mrs. Middleton secured
a new-born babe and took it to her
hate, where she arranged the setting
for a birth drama.
This took two 'days and the physi-
cians detected her fraud by the age




THE HEN OR 'THE EGG
THINK IT OVER
IF YOU WISH TO KNOW
RING 1553 OR CALL AT 428
BROADWAY AND WE WILL
EXPLAIN ALL ABOUT THE
NECESSITY OF EXPERT DE.
SIGNS, ARTISTIC, ATTIAC-
TIVE, UP-TO-DATE PIC-









TWELVE HUNDRED YARDS OF FINE DRESS GINGHAMS AT
toe A YARD. AS GOOD AS ANY YOU WILL SEE THIS YEAR
AT is 1-ac. IT COKES so TO act YARD PIECES, BUT WE CUT
WHAT YOU WANT,
YARD WIDE PERCALES IN LIGHT SHIRTING STYLES AND
DARK DRESS STYLES—YOURS FOR toe A YARD. WE RE- 4' "
GARD THIS AN EXCEPTIONAL VALUE.
White Goods
SHEER FINE INDIA LINENS AT roc. ta 1-ac ANP_Ijc. THIS
IS AS GOOD AS ANY WE HAVE EVER SHOWN. „cONSIDERITIG
THE GOOD QUALITIES WE HAVE ALWAYS GIVEN AND THE
EXTREME HIGH PRICES OP TODAY. WI CONSIDea TIME
WHITE GOODS VALUES MARVELOUS. • • wit* eke* 0111,
46 INCH FINE PERSIAN LAWNS AT six AND sic It YAZD.
MERCERIZED CHIFFON, SOFT, FINE AND WIDE, as AND
4$4.
FINE LINGERIE CLOTH IN CHECKS, PLAIDS AND STSUPES
(ALL WHITE) AT ssc.
CHECKED NAINSOOKS FOR CHILDREN'S WEAR AT sC, I 1-3
20C. 72 I-2C.
FANCY WHITE GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION P0 R
WAISTS AND SUITS,
OF COURSE YOU HAVE SEEN OUR NEW EMBROIDERIES
IT'S THE BIGGEST, BEST LOT HAVE EVER SHOWN. SEE THE
SHOWY EDGES AND INSERTIONS ON GOOD QUALITY OF MA-
TERIAL AT tor, tsc AND ase A YARD.
FINE LOT OF MATCH SETS IN SWISS AND biAINSOOK
VALUE IN IMITATION TORCHON LACES AT sc
407 BROADWAY PADUCAH. KY.
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock $100,000
Surplus $34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
C Vs ROBERTSON, Cashier, N W. VAN CIPLIN, Cadast-r.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phones. No. boo.
SCHOOL BOOKS
AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES
We have every thing needed by the scholars for the- second
term. On a number of items we can save you money.
Come early, you might not Wet what you need if you wait
to long.
D. E. Wilson tram!!
At. Harbour's Department. Store
 lesSes  
Announcement
WE HAVE CLOSED A CON-
TRACT WITH THE FAIRBANKS
MORSE 7Ic CO. FOR THE SALE
OF THEIR MARINE AND STA-
TIONERY GASOLINE ENGINES,
AND WILL GLADLY FURNISH
PP,I4ES AN DFULL INFORMA-







236-238 South Third Street
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'MINIUM& 
$5.00,
For Choice of Any Fancy Coat in the Store
NICE WEATHER, EHl—Onof those good warm coats would feel
good, wouldn't it? These coats sold for Sio to Situ each. Now
ou etn have one of them for $5.ce The are on sale now. ..












Mr. nil. 'Wart\ bis '1;41'4:lied from
Warrnstiths, %%ere ho has laaah eh busi-
ness.
Master Richard ()rm has. gone to
emplit?t4*-Asiiii4iiis patents. when
he then rehires here to resume school
Mr. Edsoo Itemised bride returned
yesterday fsont thrir'weddini trip to
?kw ()deans and are residing at the
Hart home on Jefiseson near Nioth.
Miss Lena Hall has returned from
iienton, accompanied by Miss Georgia
Fisher. • • . •
Mr. Arch U 11a.k. wile and child.
tn. sisitint lit If-err-as.
Mrs. Caldwell, the inillMer, has re-
turned from Louisville.
Dr Carl M Sears has gone to
Anon. to attend the eelebra-
nen of the fiftieth anniversary of the
wedding of hi. uncle, Mr. Joseph
Sears.
Mrs. Louis I.. flebont left last night
SaVa.ttottio, Tea.. to suit ter
smte,John Witt her.
Mr. Al V. Foresaan went to Chi-
. o lase nigh'
FUEL SCARE IN HELL'S NECK
Wretched Condkion of Highways
Prevents MaisAa
Hazleton, Ind. Feb. --The cold
weather is causing much suffering in
hover Kaog cowry, krugwn as IIcTls
Neck." beeanse of the scarcity of fuel.
Coal can aot be hauled from either
Hazleton or Decker. because of the
crefflowed bayous and site muddy
condition of the highways, making
wagon traffic impossible. The wood
supply, which escaped the flood. has
been consumed. All district schools
in the flooded -territory hare been
di pletc.1 of their coal supply by needy
nebideni., whi"e some are carrying
coal from ilasigton in skiffs. The
schools w:11 be closed fc.r two weeks
or more. -
Over the wheat ground. where the
water helibereray. and where the wheat
looked promising before the inurida.
twin, only a few straggling tufts re-
lieve the monotony of acres swept





Special Term to Be Called at George-
town for Next Summer.
Lexington. Ky., Feb. 5.—When the
ease of Caleb Powers. charged with
complicity in t e assassination of Sen-
ator WTtTni at Frankfort,
seven years a o, is called in the cir-
cuit court alt orate/tit. geott coun-
ty, tomorrow, the trial will be con-
tinued by agreement. A special term
of court-400M be eallfd, probably for
the early summer. Neither side has
served a subpoena on witnesses, nor
has any preparation been made for
the trial. .
rS lalbratulsdlitehced to
This w' the fourth trial of
Powe i 
thc pFnifertfhtry - twice and given a
death r.enality once.
6 







MRS. H. S. WELLS COMDUCTS
GATHEXING OP LADIES
THIS AFTERMOOM.
The Charity Club Meets With Mts.
George C. Wallace This Morn-
ing-4102W Mews.
hilts. II. S. Well* is the leader ot
this afternoon's meeting of The Mati•
site Musicale doh at. Grace parish
house, when an entertaining • ;no
gramme wilt be renellered.
Charity Club.
morning at to o'clock the
(homy dub meets with Mrs. George
C. Wallace of North Ninth.
Marty Today.
Miss Vereua Grief and Mr Maurice
Lcnihan marry at 2-45 o'clock this
afternoon at St. Francis de Sales
and go at once to Mayfield to visit
the groom's parents. Returning here
they reside on Jefferson street
t eito••
State Librarim.
The State Library commission- of
Tennessee has re-elected for tow
years as state librarian \hes 3Jary
Skeffington of Ds crsborg. Tenn., who
is popular in Paducah wissorsdisisessits*
Mrs. George Flournoy. .ciew000
THIRTY DIE IN EXPLOSION
Aricther Disaster Cccurs in the West
Virginia Coal Field.
—
Ilkins. W. Va.. Feb. 5 —The third
• mine explosion in West Virginia
1
.-within two weeks occurred today at
the Davis Coal and Coke company's
mine No. 25, at Thomas, near here,
and thirty or snore miners are said
I', have been killed.
The disaster occurred shortly after
1
 7 o'clock this morning. Late •today
the first rescuing party entered the
mine. The bodies of six foreigners
rod one American were recovered at
Before further progress could be made
!a distance of too feet front the shaft.
a deadly wave of poisonous fumes
leoveloped the rescuing patty and
Daniel Jones, mine boss, died frona
suffocation before he could reach the
surface.
Tonight eforts arc being made. to
enter the mine again. but without suc-
cern. • The -air fans were demolished
by the explosion and the mine is full
or ,dangerous after damp.
. MINOR BUSINESS.
—i
t Hallie Nicvhols and Her cid? -.pare





 Hattie Nichols Came to 
tkj 
yes-
terday from Way-field, and as usual
• refused to pay her cab fart, for Which
she seems to bove a mania.-Tbe. po-
i lite took her in charge and will tag
1' her for Mayfield this mot-nit:1g,, pok-
ing her get tome. Every time site
comes here she rides in hacks and
refuses to pay.
Stimuel Barker. colored 
.'wa,J
so*sr
't . ., .ranted yesterday on the. cOrge of
striking another negro. .
Major Ellithorpe was yesterday
Prevents and Cures Chap- S transferred to Oft county jail from
ped Rough Skin. Makes . the city boskital, where he has been
the shin soft, smooth and 1 itilacrgditi+- tqairient for delirium
rs tremens the past few days.?white. Se,oves all Warr In. a fi,;lit Saturday oir,111 the jawisbes caused by the cold Lene tlf Cie. Hall of 1063 North
WWII' c Nitith was broken, and the offiffiler,
.,
0 are investigating the case.
bitUCiftFUL TO USE, 1 • Mike Joyce was dismissed yestere
Arita; SHAVING jai from -the EcIdyville penitentiary
!and came here to sec friends before
For Sale only at, '1Zoitlirto Louisville. Last winter he
-wag sent to prison for one year for
etealing brasses here in Paducah.
DRUG STORE
fInniintirljt rulfalftrtful u Lreft
of all
.../•••• •••••••
.It. is recognized that die niatri-
mianial knot is the most seriedn'tane'••
BITULITHIC PEOPLE TRYING
TO HOLD CITY FOR CLAIM
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT WILL NOT PAY FOR SITU-
LITHIC WORK DONE ON B ROADWAY ALONG IN FRONT
OF THE POSTOFFICE, AND CONTRACTOR IS NOW TRYING
TO HOLD CITY RES:PONS' BLE---NINETEENTH STREET IS
TO HAVE TEMPORARY WA LE SO PEOPLE CAN GET TO
BROADWAY—PRIVATE ELECTRIC COMPANY CHARGES
THREE CENTS PER KILOW ATT HOUR FOR SUPPLYING
ELECTRICITY TO OPERATE PUMPING STATION MACHINES
—BOARD OF WORKS MET YESTERDAY.
'1 he board of public works is now
oivestigating a claim of $325 put in
by the Nashville Roofing and Paving
tompany as cost of that part of the
bitulithic work done in front of the
postoffice on Broadway, and in order
to get more light on the proposition
City Engineer Washington and City
Auditor Kirkland are to. write Presi-
dent C. M. Ingram of this company
.at Nisslreilkoondiget some facts from
him. Ingram wants the city to pay
the Uss.
The state of. Kentucky during 188o
Passed an act exempting the postoffice
property hete from assessment for
public street work or other public
improvements passing it, When the
contract to fay the bitulithic on
Broadway was let several years ago,
the late Hon. £ lu. Noble. who was
then president of the board, informed
President logram of the bintlithic
concern that the government property
was exempt ftom paying any part • of
ti-e work taxed to abutting property
owners. As the present members of
the board of works were not connect.;
ed with that body when this contract
was let, they direct the city engineer
to now write Mr. Ingram and see if
he dul not lel/ the old board award-
ing him the contract that be would
tette chances of getting the govern-
Silent to pay for the bitulithic laid in
:be street abist :Mr the postoffice
building. and that if he did not also
agree that if the government did not
va) Hun he would not want to hold
the city responsible for that part of
:lie improvement cost.
The government has rejected the
claim and Mr. Ingram lays it before
the board of works for allowance out
of the municipal treasury, but this
will not be done, and more light is
eeeired by the board. '
The NashiAlle Roofing and Paving
co•mpany was allowed $44.414 for ex-
tra work done on Broadway between
Fifth and Ninth when the bitulithi. c
was put down.
Street Inspectohr Elliott was orders-
cd to see what it would cost to place
a temporary walk on Nineteenth St.
between Boxidaay and Gnthrie av-
enue. The street car company has
dog up Nineteenth preparztory to
pntling down its new tracks and tics
ben the bad weather stopped the
work and left the thoroughfare in a
fearful condition to such an extent
the people cannot walk out that way
without plowing through the mid and
voter. The temporary walk will re-
tie-cc them.
When Harahan boulevard was laid
inrcets and concrete sidewalks, the
eity agreed to pay for the work dome
a: the public intersections, and now
that the improvement is completed
Andrew P. Homburg puts in a bill
of $53.2.66 for the city to pay. The
claim was laid aside until the board
of works inspects the improvement
to see that is done properly. The
amount Will then be allowed less
oimc coumer clams the municipality
have against the parties laying out the
boulevard.
There was ordered credited to the
street account $31.22 collected for
work the street department did for
the electric light department. and
Siot the street deparmcnt did for the
fire department, togeher•with the ma-
terial.
The Memphis Asphalt and Paving
cempany laid the brick street and
concrete sidewalks on Second from
Kentucky to Washington. and also
the sidewalks on Washington from
Second to Third. Now this com-
pany files written agreement to main-
tain and repiir this work as required
by the city engineer whenever anys
thing was needed, and on this pledge
being made the engineer was directed
to turn over to the contracting firm
the bills showing what each abutting
property owner owes the contractor
for the improvement. These esti-
mates against the property owner do
not include the brick street' on Wash-
inton between Third and First, be-
insamena. 
to buy twenty-five loads of graiel
to repair streets and alleys.
The board ordered the clerk to look
up the old petition put in some
menthe ago by porperty owners want-
ing improved the alley running
through the block hounded by Nine-
teenth, Seventeenth, Madison and
Harrison streets. The-petition will be
taken up by 'the booed and acted on
after having been filed away for some
tone.
President Wilhelm and 'Member
Langstaff were the onLy two. present
yesterday, the other member, Secre-
tary J. Q. Taylor, being absent.
caese this is not Yet entirely Com- LITTLE sEN
pleted and will not be paid for until
thoroughly finished.
The Columbia Improvement com-
pany and the MempThs Asphalt and
Paving company did the work of
laying the traction company's double
track on Broadway between Fourth
and Fifth, putting down the new cur-
ors at different corners and re-laying
the brick and bitulithic streets torn
up by the car line's improvements.
These two contracting firms now file
agreements with the board of works
to maintain and keep in good repair
for five years the brick and bitulithic
street work •orn up while the trac-
tion improvements were being made:
This repair agreement is guaranteed
by the traction company, and the
beerd then directed that the money
put up by the Columbia and the
Memphiv people, guaranteeing proper
repair of the public streets be re-
turned.to them in whatever amounts
City. Engineer Washington deems ad-
visable.
The board accepted the rate of '3
cents per kilowatt hour Manager
Ellecetter of the private electric light
company desires to.charge for fur-
nishing current that operates the elec-
trical machines in the city's sanitary
sewerage systent's pumping station
at Third -and Clay streets. _
The indemnity insurance, policy
carried on the boilers at the eity elec-
tric light plant expires and the board
ft it to President Wilhelm to de-
cide whether it should be renewed,
act: in what company it will be re-
newederThe were filled bonds in which
!Contractor Bridges binds himself to
maintain and keep in good repair for
Lire years the concrete sidewalks he
heid on Fotmtain avenue from Idler-
erm to Monroe and on Jones from
Xinth to Eleventh streets.
Roy L. Culley, the clothier, was
pertnitted to place 'temporarily in
front.sai Os store an advertising show
cote .t/ta'oe will protrude only a few
Inches out over the public sidewalk.
with the understanding he will take it
in every night.
Herman Fnedman's two complaints
were referred to the city engineer.
Is' one be claims that the concrete
gutter in front of the driveway com-
ing from his yard on Jefferson street
across the pavement was in low that
water stood in the depression after a
rainfall. His other protest was that
when the storm sewers were laid
order Jefferson fronting hist,home
the contractors connected with the
storm sewers the drain pipe leading
from Friedman's residence cellar, and
which droln pipe was in the way so
the storm mains could not get around
it. Ile contends that when heavy
eairsfa!ta some and fill the storm
sewer maips thie backs water through
the drain into his cellar. He wants
SA-
TION SPRUNG
(Continued from Page One.)
Con of shortening the number of
hours and would take up the matter
later.
Report was made that 350 desks
had been bought for the auditorium
from the Grand Rapids factory, Which
would ship them Nlurch to. The Lac-
t(•ry sent two drawings to the trus-
tees, one sketching t-he desks placed
is straight line across the room and
the other showing how they would
look formed in semi-circle. These
sketches will be gone over to ascer-
tain which one suits best.
The Eighth and Harrison street
building was ordered dismissed for
today so the foundryman can repair
the beating furnace.
Silas Kevil resigned as janitor of
'.he Washington building and superin-
tendent Lieb had put Charles Hol-
land in the place,. but the board
turned Holland out and employee]
James Jordan.
Chairnran.Harry Clements informed
tie hoard they would have to pay off
1)he $:,000 note given two years ago
n hen the trustees bought the North
' Twelfth street block of go:sand for
the new school building to go up
flown there. The notes fall due
May and have $24o interest attached
Ito them. The board gave Slam for
the ground, of which St ',Loco was cash.
1 The fivancial report showed a
3.16.fi7 balance on hand January 21
; and it was filed, while accounts and
' pay rolls of teachers were allowed.
• Miss Mabel Roberts of the Franklin
1,•iiteling was given a month's leave
!o: observe, her health necesuitating
la rest, and the superintendent ordered
Ito let one of the cadets teach the
other's room until Miss Roberts re-
turned.
The superintendent reported 3655
popils 'enrolled.
-You're a flirt. You've Iseeo en-
gaged oftener than you have fingers
and toes," he said. accuingly. "Non-
'sense!" she murmured, glancing at
her rings. "I can count my engage-
ments.on the fingers of one hand."—
Cleveland Leader.
"I see that some of our rcientists
claim that death ie largely A matter
of habit, depending upon thought and
all that," 'he said. "Nonsense," she
replied. "Did you ever know anyone
who was in the habit of dying" --
Philadelphia Inquirer.
• * + + + + + g * •
• 1-
POPULAR WANTS. •
• • • • • • • • * • sts 4. • •
FOR RENT—Nicely, furnIsh.eJ
front rooms, northeast ddrner Ninta
and Jefferson,
WANTED—Man to worko in isfiKe;
and take orders. State how peeteos
ously employed and give reference.
Salary WI per week. 'Reidy with.
stamp. 11. B. McCurdy, Pastucah, K.
FOR'SALE—.‘ tot of shelving and
counters at u sacrifice. Come quid-
0. A. Tate. grocer, corner Fifth Asa
•• , •Jefferson streets.,
FURNISHED ROOMS with first
class bard, 533 Madison St., cor dt*
FOR RENT-5 room gottsge
home with bath and 'sewerage 'con-
nection 423 Adams street Apply to
302 North Seventh street 'Phone apt,.
WANTED—Whhe woman to look
after thildten and aSSiit in geneed
house keping—good wakes Refelosec
required. Old 'Phone 867.
FOR SALE—Drug store, stock and
show cases at a bargain. Apply se
the Register. • -1
For up-to-date cleatiinit 441 'tir*-
ing garments go to Soloatoirthe
or, 113 South Third St Two *phase&
FOR RENT—New'
2311 Jefferson-1-6 desirable tonk
very desirable place, by ,
year. Apply J. B. HALL
WHITTEMORE REAL EST fag
AGENCY Fraternity bUildkag.
FOR RENTo-Elegant fiats. See
enth and Broadway. Apply to B. ti
Stott.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 3.5; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits. who can speak, rend
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Rkkaiond House, Paducah,-"Ky.
Expert Accountant
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the
;Ob. Terms re3
' JOHN D SMITH, JR., nil Pea
ternity building.
SERVICE PENSIO NBILL
PASSED BY THE HOWIE.
Mart to Include Spanish War Veter-
ans Proves a Failure.
Washington, Feb. 5 —When the
house took up the McCumber service
pension hill today to pass it under
suspension of the rifles, Representa-
tive Sherley led a fight to have tbe
Spanish-American war soldiers in-
cluded in the provision of the bat
The bill, as reported front commit-
tee, applied only to Mexican war sad
civil war soldiers.
Mr. Sherley's venture in behalf of
the Spanish war veterans prowl
abortive. The bill passed venison
amendment. It now goes to the paa+-
ident. and soldiers wilhbegin dram
pensions under it this week.
- The bill means an additional nada,
to she i• • • of over $10,0011,01011.•
it remedied. The engineer says a
shrt-off valve Was put down when AcciDru Isthe drain and storm piping was con-
nected, with instructions to close the
water off by'shutting the valve during
hard rainfall.
' The Hopkitisville authorities want
to buy a street sweeper and as the
board here hag one for sole. the
mayor of that city was ordered cot--
responded with to see if the Paducah
authorities cannot sell them ,the tape
not needed here. • •
Street Inspector Elliott was direct-
ed to hereafter have the street force
chap the snow from only the public !
gutter, aid intersections at each cor-
ner. Heretofore the department has!
cleaned off the sidewalks, but it is!
vety inconvenient to do so.
A. Bundesman wanted to file a re-
port as "sewerage 'inspector" show-
ing work .done in that department,!
but the board would not receive it,
the bodycnsickring A. Franke is 
•
desman. Litig4on .is now pending
in the courts tdVdecide which of the
two holds the offree.'
The street inspector was permitted
the sewerage inspector and not Bun- 1 offiLV".. Phone 369
MANCE
Abrdm L Well & Co
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
,Travelers Insurance Co.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST IN WORLD
Both Residence: 726
carom BUILDING
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
f • PHONE 254
GENUINE COALMADEWATER ' • REALPITTSIIURG
West Kentticky Coal CoINCORPORATEIhi





IAN EAST REVOLUTION IN COIL WIriE
KENTUCKIAN CENTRAL CHINA BURNED OFF




His Most Dreaded Foe—
To Be
Buried Above Her, So He Will
Come Out on Top.
BECOMING SERIOUS MENACE MOTOR
 AT PUMPING





Leader Predicts This Will Be As- 
Heresfter the Machinery Will Not Be
complistted Within Next Three Operate
d Except During the
Years. Day.
(From the Outing Magazine.) 
Victoria, B. C.. Feb. 5.—The steam-
Probably the most respected 
citizen ,er Tartar, which arrived last night,
in Eastern Kentucky mount
ain dis- brought advices that the revoluti
on in
tricts s old Shackleton', w
ho lives at Central China is becoming a 
serious
the head of Poor Fork creek,
 in Perry menace to China. A junction 
between
county. Shackleton' it gettin
g old the rebel of Hunan and Kwang 
Tuag
non—he must be about seventy,
 but is threatened with the result t
hat a
there is no adventurous, ti
re-eating formidable rebellion will follow. 
Sun
youth who cares to try con
clusions Vat Sen. Kwang Tung, the rebel
anti him. Too many have a
ttempted leader who escaped from the Ch
inese
that and died. He has a r
ecord of legation in London some years a
go in
thirty-cight "killings" to his credit,
 a a sensational manner, is living i
n
record that no western despe
rado Tokio, Japan, and is organizing 
the
from Las Vegas to the Canadian 
line revolution, which he says in an inter-
has ever equaled. Ile has bee
n shot view is expected to achieve the 
fall
from ambush, but he has surviv
ed his of alle present Manchu dynasty 
at
wounds. although this much. 
cannot Pekin within three years.
be said of the man that shot fir
st. His All Attempts Futile.
neighbors stand in awe of him, an
d he The rebels hold all the mountain
is said to bear a charmed life. 
His fastnesses on the borders of Hun
an
cabin is decorated with coon sk
ins, and Kiang Si, and all attempts of 
the
and over the front door is nailed
 the imperial troops to dislodge them 
have
skin af the biggest rattlesnake 
ever failed. In consequence of the rebel
-
killed in the Kentucky moun
tains. lion, Chinese at Shanghai are adopt
-
Shackletord's most-dreaded anta
goto ing vigorous measures to check th
e
ist in a fight was his wife, and
 •tie importation of arms and ammunition
killed her several years ago in a
 do- Agents of the revolutionists h
ave
mastic brawl. The militant old lad
y been sent to the United States and
was given an imposing resting 
placo Europe to purchwe warlike materia
l,
She was buried on the top of 
Harlan says a dispatch to the Asahi of Tokio
Peak. and her grave was dug e
ight and colusion has been found to exis
t
feet deco. Shackleford has direct
ed between agents of the rebels and
that he be buried just abolke her 
when traders to import arms under 
the
he dies. 
' I guise 'if trade goods. To date. 2o.(00
st wan: folks to know that I came
 imperial troop', with cavalry and
out on top." he *aid iii giviug 
his in- ae•i"••••• asers heen sent against 
tilt.
strucian•
rebels, but failed to achieve anything.
Advices from foreigners who visit
ed
Gold rod the Sinters Life. 
ti" distrtet says it is doubtful whether.
(Chicago Triflers'.) 
the -evolution can be suppressed
Profeesor Starr discuCered am
ong should all the troops at the dis
posal weather months. or even a se
ar. ni COPIES OF PADUCAH
other things on the Congo that a ma
n of the government be sent. 
advance is worthy of someuhat mart
had importance there according
 to his Leader of Rebellion,
 serious attention than mos
t attempts
wealth and that when he lo
st his The leader of the 
revolution is and promises of that kind b
ecause of
wealth through fault or misfoftu
ne Kung Chuntal. from Siang Ta
ng. and the scientific nature of Mr.
 Bigelow', •
lie lost his importance. Nat
ives say placards issued by him state 
that the 'proceeding. For many ye
ars he ha'
that there has been no change in 
this rebellian is aispled at the overth
row of !commanded no little a
ttention. iu
respect since the white man cam
e, but the Manchu dynasty. Signs of 
unrest scientiac circles by his speci
al studies
an far back as tradition 
rons the are reported front many 
places in of the clectro-magnetic 
phenomena of
wealthy have been arrogant and
 the , China. 
the sun and the laws governing sun
•
poor servile, cringing, and schemin
g. Dispatches to the Aaahi from 
Muk. apots. lie thinks that at las
t he has
In short. instead of the p
ower of den state that an outbreak agai
nst the discovered the characte
r of the con-
wealth 'being ane of the vices of
 civil- dynasty is extremely pro
bable in Heenan. which many nu 
teg oologist-
ization it is at its worst among 
prisni- Manchuria. where a battalion of
 and astronomers have long
 suspected
tire people: 
'nese troops has murdered its of
ficer* as existing. between perio
dtc radar
In proportion as civilisation in-
 At ekin exceptional precautions arc disturbances and 
terrestrial weather
changes. Haying traced this conne
e-
thm, as he believes. through a cycle
of mo.c than thirty years, he is 
con-
fident of being able to forecast 
not
merely the vagaries of the atmospher
e
from day ti day. but those of 
the sea-
sons as a whole. If this can be d
one
it will he of more caIne in many 
ways
than the present system of wea
ther
prediction. It is very convenie
nt. to
be sure, to learn from the 
weather
forecast at the breakfast t
able
ahether it will be wise to carry a
n
umbrella or not, but of far 
greater
general importance cc 'mid he the f
are -
knowledge that the coming summe
r
will be dry, or the reverse. or 
the
eoming winter open or stormy. S
uch
forecasts, their reliability being o
nce
established, would enable the farme
r
to govern his agricultural operat
ions
with degree of certainty that
 he
cannot be sure of at present. An
d
there are many industries in whic
h
long range predictions of the weathe
r
would be of immense value. The day-
byalay system of forecasting is
 in-
valuable for tbc projectors of 
picnics
and pleasure excursions, and no on
e
wauld desire to do without it. but 
if
the time shall came when we ca
n
know with reasonable certainty wha
t
the meteorological conditions arc 
to
be a month or three months ahea
d
for broader, interests will be served





creases Ile rich have greater 
actual
power but the poor have greater
 la-
•!epen.letice of thought. An Ame
rican
millionaire may buy luxuries 
far
beyond the imagination of the 
richest
man :11 a Congo village, but 
he may
hold a mach lower place in 
popular
• estimation and be treated 
peromall)
with notch less nopect than 
a man
  who has not accumulated a 
hundred
'
dollars. Happiness is les: 
dependen:
upon acalth in the richeat citie
s ta
I the world than in the primitive 
lanes:.
Hithest Prices Paid for Second-Hand because there is 
little real injury that
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy ,anything and sell everything.







just sample any other 
per-
fume in town and then 
procure
the same odor from us. 
You'll
:ay there is a great 
difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." 
We
know how to buy p
erfumes.
We know how to st
ore per-
fumes. We know how to 
show
you perfumes. Our kn
owledge
of these requisites is wh
at en-
able us to give you perfum
es
that have not detonated' since










Because it irons smoothly, not
rough.
Second.
Tte button holes, Or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"bump" so often seen is mim-
ing.
No other like it in West ICeu-
tacky Satisfy yourself by








the rich man could inflict upon 
the
poorer even if he were so dispo
sed.
The law is above all and public 
(mill-
ion is as powerful as the law. Among
the savages there is no law but
 the
law of power. and wealth is both 
the
coerce and the mark of power.
The mind of the native of the
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC• Congo i• sot 
consumed by greed that
TION. he is incapable of 
conceiving any
ather motive for an action. It is onl
y
amontacivilized people that an un
sel-
fish action can be understood. Th
e
attitude of the Bantu or native of the
Congo towards missionaries and all
others who try to make hint mor
e
comfortable or wiser or better is 011e
of suspicion, lie is sure that his
benefactors are makiug more out of
hint than they arc giving him, because'
he eannot imagine any other reason
for their doing anything. He will lie
to a nhite man or steal front him
without compunction because (if this
underlying feeling that the white man
is getting the best of him in any case.
The faults of the Bantu arc not due
to his race. The American negro wh
o
had conic into contact with civiliza-
tion and christianity showed himself
in the days following the breakup of
slavery to be capable ie many cas
es
of the highest loyalty and unselfish-
neas. It is in the wilderaess, remote
front the influence; of civilization.
that the love of gold, the power of
gold. the arrogance of gold, and se
r-
vile submi‘,ion to the power of 
gala I . The first daily newspaper app
eared
reach their maximum. 
in 1702.
Morse successfully operated the
INQUIRY HITS STOCKYARDS 
!oat telegraph instrument in 1833, b
ut
(lid nat demonstrate it to the worl
d
Legislative Committee Finds Farmers 
until 1842.
Are Mulcted at Kansas City. 
The first union flag was unfurled 
on
the first of January, •1776, over 
the
I NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
mcooRA
It war. Day and Night
- aataJogne School
Excursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and hes
excursion oct of Paducah.
$8 1M For the Round Trip toiiUU Tennessee river & retur '
It is a trip of pleasure, comical
and rest; good service, good tabl
good rooms, etc. Boats leave eadi
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jai
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent
The electric motor in the sanitary
sewerage pumping station at Third
and Clay streets was repaired yester-
day afternoon and this morning the
machinery will be started up. again
and work of pumping out the mains
re S Unled.
Two short circuits caused a coil of
wire to burn out around the motor
Monday. and Superintendent Keebler.
of the city elcatric light plant, had the
damaged part moved to the Formau
brothers' establishmeot, where it wa*
rewound by the eleetricians, the super
intendent having no tools at the pub-
lic power house to do this work be-
Ca4C the city plant motorb are dif-
ferent front the one in the pumping
station.
Hereafter the machinery in the sta-
tion will not be run except during the
day, as that will be enough to empty
the mains of the sewerage accumulat-
ing. For ten days or two weeks the
pumps acre run both day and night
Operations have to continue until the
river gets down to 30 feet. At pres-
ent the stream is around ao feet. No
inconvenience or trouble resulted
from the coil of cc ire burning and
disabling the motor.
THE WEATVER LONG AHEAD.
Caron Directory Company
Of Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Coavenience of oar pat rons and the cltiçena of Paducah, we
save placed copies of the directories o f the citiee nansea below in the mem
ing Register office at 523 Broader' y, where the public is invited to ca
when &eking the address of any resident of the cities (lamed.
,-.",.
0. D. Schmidt. •
 , ,„i';'17-:: ""!Iced. bow was (that t.- Miss Wise—"She
A bonded weighmaster- is recom- thought she 
was going to get him 1,
Architect and Superintendent. mudded who 'shalt report to the state. a millio
n, but 'he ectst her two mil
aor Fraternity Building. 1 he report also recoiranends t
he re
Reel. 
,",=ction in .eomml4sion charges an
d
being taken. Police and jsalace guards
arc being doubled. Warnings have
been sant by Viceroy Chang Chsh
Tung and Tuan Fang that large num-
bers of secret aociety men from the





The Sr a horse railroad was buil'
in ttkataz7.
tha fast sulphur .match inad.
ill IRA.
The firsts iron steamship was built
in 183o.
The first steel pen oats made :n
1830..
Ships were first "copper-bottomed'
in 1837.
Omnibuses were introdficed in New
York iii ittao.
Envelopes were lira( used in 1839
The aro anesthetics were used 
in
1844.
Coaches were first used in England
in 1569.
The firkt steel plate was made 
in
1830.
'Die Franciscans arrived in Engla
nd
itt 1223.
The entire Hebrew Bible was p
rint-
ed in 14148. •
Gold was first discovered iit Cali-
fornia in lava
The first telescope was. used 
in
Engladd in 1608.
Christiavay was introduced in Japan
in 154a. s
The -first almanac was printed 
by
George Von Furbach in 146h.
Peraussion arms were used in the
United States army in i83o.
The first glass factory in the United
States was built in 1780.
The first complete sewing machine
W5 patented by Elias Howe in 184
6





;efferson, City, Mn.. Feb. 5.— The c
amp at 
Cambridge. It had thirteen
stripes of White and red and retaine
d
;Rase committee which investigat
ed
the Eiglish cross in one cor
ner.
'he Kansas City stockyards reportod The first shochlack apP
eared in
today. The report finds that durin
g ,„a p,A,,„„,„
the last six years the siockyards corn- 
'''"-- -----b—
pany sold 14,004 boabela of corn an
d Miss Wise—"Of course. Goldic Rox
tiouoasso pounds of bay more t
han ley knew the count was worthless
it bought. The report usserts that when she accepted hi
m, hut 'he proved
the company mulcted the farmers al
ai p-, be just twice a sworthless as she
of money the)- 1130 for thought him."
 Miss Ascum--"Why.
lions."---Philadelphia Preys..
unac!inent of a !a•,‘ regulating Give 
some men a dollar and they
KENTUCK1 r. cghets and charges. 
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New York. Feb. 5.—The marriige
of equality, not the trial marriage, 
is
the solution of the divorce evil, d
e-
clares Mrs. Lydia K. Commander.
"The American Idea" is the name 
of
a new book in which Mrs. C
om-
mander soon still set forth the social
probrem in all its phases, from race
suicide to the effect
s of asaraasatisaa . nesses. 
Rudeness, says litirts the
NrTS. Commander is a woman of strik- 
lawYer who uses it mare t
han it does
hos personality and great originality 
the witness whom it is designed .to
discredit. Commenting on this "iib-
ject. the Chicago Tribune says, satir
i-
cally. that in Chicago "the atmosphere
of perfect gentlemanliness cc hick 
per-
vades court-roans places the wit
-
pegs at hi: case at once. lie knows
that no one casts the slightest doubt
noon anything which be says; tha
t
all the efforts, of the-opposing cou
nsel
are directed to helping hint tell h
is
story in- the easieitatnd plainest way.
ThiSie the. reason t'slis• wrong verdic
ts
arc rarely rendered in our court's, and
why one may be reasonably sure 
that
every fact having a bearing upon
 the
case has ,been ..pontatieottaly told
 by
the witness."
The sketchof the Chicago court' is
not a sketch of things as they actu
ally
are, bat it is exactly what ought 
to
prevail in every court of justice. M
en
are required to come into cour
t and
tell their story. Cross-exa
mination
af Equality' is not only successful but 
tended to develop further the 
"facts
, 17t.' of supreme happiness. The 
ohedi- and to clarify the si
tuation is Permi,s-
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS




















Register Office, 523 Broadway
in thought.- For nearly ten years she
has been a student of sacial problems.
In fact. Mrs. Commander ik the
originator of the "Marriage of Equal-
ity" idea, and the agreement • 
into
which she and her 'husband entered
nearly eighf years ago while member
s
of the Ruakin co-operative colony In
Tennessee startled the country- at th
at
flint% Mrs. Cominamkr's husband 
is
Herbert N. Casson. clersoiman. autho
r
and lecturer.
Mrs. Commander spent most of h
er
girlhood in Toledo, 0., *here in l
ater
years she was a close personal frien
d
of the late'Mayor Jones. In B
arboo,
Wis.. she received part nester 
edeca-
tion. She also lived in De
troit. '
"Yes. our marriage did startle a
good many people." said Mrs. 
Com-
mander. "It came at a tithe 
when
such things were new, but eight
 years
nf it have moved that the 'Mar
riage
titre oi the woman to the man' was
omitted in the cerenions
"The reason? We stashed a. maae
allowance for the Wart development
of both the nian and the woman.
"The right ..1 the woo an to distant.
is as 'acrid as the man's right- and
just here is ashen o. many marriage•
go on the rocks.
"There an- two remedies far the
pre•sent flood of diseirees They are.
first, the marriage af eattalisy. and
avowal. the proper instruction of the
young al the relations of life which
wrath( tit th m for marriags ashen it
comes, instead of heating them tli.
prey of ignorance and the sentimen
tality of the moment.
.1 3111 opposed to silly marriages as
well as to silly divorces. The ideal
eanditian of snail and wnman i• life -
lung naniogatra certainly no tral
marriage.
"Securing a second divorce should
be made legally very difficult, an-1
there ahould be no such a thing as a
third divorce. The easily divorced
aro' the hastily remarried people are
not fit to be remarried.
"My awn marriage is so beautiful
and we are so perfectly mated that
this talk of divorce seems like a (lese-
cration. The marriage of equality is
more than a succesa. It started out
ak a protest against the subordination
bf womanabut it has shown tie stay
for perfect married happiness.
"My husband suggested that I keep
my own name, although ever since I
was a girl of fourteen I have been
ticking myself and everyone else why
the woman changed lier twine instead
of the Iran
-
• Courtesy in CCurt.
Louis tulle Post.
Mr. Joseph 11. Choate .has been ad-
vising lawyers to be more courteous,
especially in cross-examining wit-
able. though it a 1,1 ,
greatly atlases'. 11'Iten abi re-
act:. Neterthelesa the nem., has
been •nbjeeted to au indignity. Law-
yers are rarely punished for contempt
uf court stasis they abuse wanesac-
but thsy are careful to express,
cc hither the) feel it or not, profound
respect for the judge The witueas
trying ta tell the truth as he knows
it is entitled to just as much consid
1-ration as the judge nr the jury or the
prasceating attorney
THE COAT ON THE ARM.
Showing Impertance of Making a
"Front" in New York.
It i. better to put an a oat front
and keep a stiff upper lip this town
than to hate uu. front at all and bite
your lip It is not always the man
who strolls down Broadway wearing
a bland smile with a faded 'mum
the lapel of his coat and with his
overcoat carelessly swung aerasa his
arm seba dines at Dert• or Who own•
a seat on 'change or who goes to
Europe es-cry year to buy pictures rivr
his gallery. Sometimes a smile caver
an empty stomach and all aching
heart on the Great White Way
Through the midway of the great
commercial artery between Herald
Square and lanigacre there stroll
every day scores of men who carry
-their overcoats over one arm. regard-
less of temperature, simply because
their "Lennie," do not fit. The other
day a portly chap who held a good
place last seas in anti a theatrical
company strolled dawn Broadway
"Better slip UM yhtlf coat," said a
friend. "It's pretty cold, old man."
"Oh, no. me boy." was the reply;
"I'm not afraid of pneumonia. Be
sides," and his voice took on a cooli
dentin! tone, "don't you sec, me boy,
I've outerown this coat by 40 pounds
and could no! gtt ith a shoe
born. I can't afford- a new one. butt
I don't ikc to have it thought that
(1011.t tilV11 a coat, aim knots-. My
suit, ynti sec, will stand 'scrutiny. so
I wear a chest protecair, and cs,1-r.
body thinks I'm so bards-  It's a
great scheme." 'Then he swung riff lip
Broadway. a picture of my tery.—
Pittsburg Dispatet
LAWSON'S CASH IS ATTACHEDO
Cairn of Ssoo.000 Made Against Bos-
ton Man and Others.
Boston, Maas., Feb. 5. —Special
waits of attachmeat for $soo,000 were
issued today by Judge Lawton of the
superior court against A. C. Burrage,
C. D. 'Barrage and Thomas W. LAW,-
sr,ri or. applkat'ion Henry J. Run--
lde, who has a ,nit pending against
them for an accounting. The moneys
of the defendants in various hanks
here been attached. Runkle's action
grows out of a taausaction in mining k .









































Some of Their Wunder, Hake the




' In swam stenographic systems Si
eirbitreery sign May stand for one, two
Or even three words. dometimes the
Othltranslation of one of these signs
Meads to funny results. says Success
Magazine.
, 'lite deed shocked Lb. nation to the
heart-core," was what. wee said, and the
typewriter evolved: "The dead shocked
these:Lotion to the hard car." "The rumen
was but transient, thougn," wee hardly
noognisable as "Tue rammer was
trains end through." A rear-end cot
Mal= %as evidently In that girl's mind
' "As manna fed the Jew.," was in
geniously tortured by another young
Woe.a.n into "As mamma fed the jays."
Yet she was a Sunday school teacher.
, "Plays, creeps and laughs the lame
hint." croon ad the mate case day. mouth-
jag the opening lines of some projected
baby vanes. When the typewrithe
tapped out: "Plays craps and leaves the
lissom t," be scanned her visage
Ma sal. el: "The voice of Dr. Jon1711
W m heard calling for asetstance." and it
mat out: "The vim of Dr. Josh Lime
area hard killing (oar &militants."
When "Bat she bald Jake too dearly
tor that, and so-passed on." was dice
Sated, and it cam. out: "But she bola
Swam, two, drawing for that and so
bused, one," would it bays been unjust
le credit the girl at tbe ceachia• wail
lea elementary knowledge of gambling?
' Occasionally • new beast or bird is
*hoovered by the typewriter, thus.
E. senquall was, etc.," the Intentionas "Uoi sequel was, etc." This was lawith a blunder ankle by the same
r ho bad &sowed that "a gull sulke' w schooner,- instead of "a gal.:' Os
ineestber occasion she declared that a
gair of losers "hatched up a pretty
Ileuinel." instead of their kaving
"patched up a petty quarrel.'
Having confeesed that once upon •
Slue she had been a waitress in a popular
restaurant, the reamer Ls clear why
"Pole the males of the dynasty" was
clicked out: "lint, the r-eals of the
ilienersty." This sounds like • "made-
up." but it is fearful fact
'The president was bear! with ac-
claim," dictated the man. -The present
was hard with a clam," was what the
typewriter insisted that be had said, as
she teartulle bunted for her notes.
EXODUS OF IRISH YOUTH.
Aged Parents and *mall Brottere




: It is largely as a result of tbe unpr•-
eedented has of half its population in
halts century that the present condition
of rural Ireland is at, interesting a st ud y
says Munn:per F. Jones, in American
Monthly Review of Reviews. The de-
gopsilaticre of Ireland has largely
cbasuree the life of the people, sod the
Ireland cf I -day lacks much of being
elle Ireland of 0) years ago.
Owing to lack of labor, the former in
"smile, enlevation of the boil has
teased. Tillage bas been superseded by
pasturage. Thousands of acres that in
Sorge r years were teetnleg with laborers
plant:ex and workieg potatoes ace
/turnips, and bAre citing wheat and oats
ill* aow turned out in grams. and Ore
nong of the laborers and the s het tiog of
anythes leave been hushed, and In their
lime can be beard the lowing of cattle
pad the tinkling of &beep bails.
, la all parte of the middle, south sec
Wrest of Ireland one secs evidencc.s ol*
ails remarkable change-more remark
able Attire the signs of tonne r poseeseloti
4 'u 'Walton are still au evident. ForLti
years the young and vigorous femn.
ban been dropping (be hoe ant
anade and ernigratleg to kinetics. leav
Ire behtnd them to attempt their work
their infirm old Detente and their little
brothers and eisters. The ihildreb
dream through their boyieeel and girl
hood of the time when they in turn can
flie fCrowei to Queenstown and sail on the
(big ship for !few York or Baston.
; Whole villages have thus been robbed
taf their young people. end vast country
me tions that once teemed with vigorous-
twin laborers now coati's' but a linndful
of men who are malls La; able t.f hem
labor. Indeed, one of the most striking
and at the name time tne-,! me., holy,
sight* in rural Ireland to-day ni the un-
usually large number of despondent.
looking aid men and wunten w ho mope
abeent-minciedly about the roadways of
the country-side or the alleys of the
hundreds of semi-deserted villages
Their sons and daughters have prow:: up
mad gore) to si.:ek Limit for, 1:;.!;a4 in the
west. Not one ins hundred of them will
over rehire to hoe and amide the rocka
lad Irish field's again. •
Cheering.
-"Didn't those hideous




answered the serene poll
Wan. "After studying them carefully
she has concluded that / am not near-
ly as homely as I might be -Wash
ltigton Star.
Mine Hospitals in Africa.
I Positions as matrons of mine hos-
pitals are Much sought after by nunes
South Africa. Niarle all the Johan.
Istribarg mines bate their plyate hoe
Ohl'. the matron, of which arte well
ow and Issla oonrfartable aparticiata.
Unwarranted Attacks Upon 144b
*dies of the "Patent"
Vaztety.
It has been cleeged by one or twe
eastern magazines that "pateut" mod-
iclut.s are injuring tame who UAW
11111111, and, as 1110114 InaktgliOnta are to
be ueeu as arguments tot h. passage.
at the next lessisiatIre session, of laws
prultibiting the kale of these medlcines,
the tigures of a Cnieseta statistician
are of tumoral interest and impor-
tance.
That leas than one-twentieth
anwy persons are injured by the use
*.st au i patent inshiunern, 61 which It
Las been Amain,. to learn the trade
name, or the imam of the manumc-
titter, as are injured by carbolic acid
alone, is one of the tants proven. Car-
ueeic acid is sieves rueotionet in the
attacks, probably for the reason that
e s exceuinvels employed in medics,
seen by be ragouts.: "aperomes 01 mod-
keine and daps sot enter into dampest).
Jou with thew, as do the "pateat"
medicines.
'kite compilation covers Se7 cases
reported In the newspapers of Um
ocruntry during the period betwees
June ee and November 1. As the me-
lees of numerous press clipping ha-
reem were engaged to fernian clan
ois.ge of cases Of whaling, then is
reasonable seolurfacis that every pos-
*Galas case that has omerred has me
eered into the easspilation.
None of tie SM awe Is a asesOf
suicide, or attempted suicide, at aewe
wherein a drug at poison was one
with criznIsilla inteat. The asses an
-bon of potentness by the use or men
d a. al whims of seedless's, drew et
Poisons. and death and isjery by sash
practice. Of these mares 1911 were
can't; 193 acing adults and 101 sigh
die a,
th 40 oases of (aimed malpractice,
11 were fatal and te involved criminal
*Librettos.. Of six cases involving
'patent" medic !nee, the .1 rade muse of
winch could be learned after didgeat
inquiry. five were fatal. Four were
cases wheru overdone were taken; two
were cases where the medicines had
been carelessly left within the reach
of children who, childlike, ate or drank
the depurate cC the package. There le
sot a recorded case where injury was
caused by use, according to directions,
of "piaent." medicines, but there an
recorded cases where preseriptiooe
have been written or filled wrong.
In 213 of the 697 cams the wroag
medicine was taken, or poison was
taken in mistake for medicine. In MI
cases bottles were left within the resell
of child ran, and in 96 cases overdeeM
were taken by mistake.
Carbolic acid figures in 141 of the
cases, or in one case in every ave. It
was fatal in i2 cane. Of these fatal
canes 33 were adults and 20 children.
It was administered by mistake Of
ears.. three timer.
Morphine ranked second with all
cases, 46 of which were fatal; U adults
and eight children. It was taken ny
mistake six times, and left within the
reach of children 20 times. Overdoses
were taken 40 Wore, 23 of the persona
included in the 4u being habitues It
was administered, direct, by a PhYal•
elan once; was administered to a
chill by an older child once, and ad.
ministered by a medical student three
times.
Laudanum ranks third with 43 cases;
16 fatal. 12 adults and leer children.
It was taken by mistake 1, times, left-
where ceildren could get it ten ernes.
and overdoses were ueeen n times.
Strychnine rates fourth with 24
cases; 16 fatal, five SID adults and ten
to cetilldren. It was taken by mistake
seven times; left in reach of children
is times and admielstered by mistaiut
g parent once.
Ammonia ranks Ilfth with 14 eases,
none fatal. It was taten by mietaas
for medicine ten times and left either
the reach of cbildren four times
Three deaths were caused by the use
of bay rum as a beverage. Nine deaths
were caused by the use of Florida wa
ter as a beverage.
Lye was taken by mistake for mete
(clue five times, and was taken by cell
dren eight times, being responsible too
three death That. were 34 cases of
ptomaine poisoning, resulting In nine
deaths.
Practically every kaown poison' en
tars into the C97 caner, and the figure'
show conclusively that "patent" med
items, while they are vastly ahead in
the number of times used In the aver
age honsehold, are far behind when it
comes to poisoning, or injuring thou
who eve, or aecidenttely misuse, them.
-Exchange,
Earthquakes in China.
Veer curious were some of the ex-
planations given by Chinese of the to
oent earthquakes which have been
felt at Hongkong, Canton and Macao
The llosgkong Daley Press tells about
them: "The famotts dragon weose
privdege It has been to give an nee*.
ohne shock to the earth's crust Is not
held responsible for the recent scare
in Macao and elsewhere. Some Chi-
nese attribute the last shocks to the
water-dragon of Canton, whose anget
has been raised by the reclamation
works. Coolies are dumping daily
boatloads of sand and stone on the
poor dragon's back, and the beast ash
Ural), freis hurt"
Preposterous.
fibadbolt-1 had such a funny dream
last night.
Dingus-What was it?
"I dreamed that I asked you for the
money you °wee me, and you paid IL-
Chicago Tribune. '
Too Badly Crippled.
Managere-flow's the new fullback
comiag along?
ptain cf the Football Team- Ole aie
peat aisk.-Cleicago journal, —
Sheriff's Aid Who Could Do Wonder- Models
ful Things with His
Revolver.
While Deputy SLeriff William Roo
aldson was in the once "bad" town of
Coffeyville, Kam, he got some of the
Dalton spirit in his veins and lidened
tb the stories of how four of the Dal-1
tens met death at the hands of One
taste stationed in a shed sad shooting
through a knothole, relates the Denves
Times. They mid Mr. Ronaldson I
stories of what crack &bola the Dal
tons were and bow they picked el
every rasa that appeared On the streets
with a gun.
When the Denver degraty was on the
train some stranger entered into a con
versation sheet what crack shooters
there were in Kansas about' the time
'the Dalton, blew into Coffeyville and
secured several thousand dollars from
a bank.
Resaideon said: "Yes, there were
some good marksmen there, but it ii
easy to bit a man with a Winchester
In Colorado we use a Colt almost ow
elusively. Of cosine, we have no crack
marksmen, but I believe I might peek
off a prairie dog there while the train
Is moving."
The stranger flashed a dvospot in
Deputy Ronaidson's fan and it we.
covered. Ronaldsou snapped out hie
111-caliber Colt and without much do
liberation, and while the train was la
rapid motion, sent owe Kansas peal
Deputy Sheriff William Remaldgen I
tio dog to the eternal sleep.
St Denver, was Iv. dollars to the glad
and Meads cm the thong's force sae
they weald take • linadreel shahs
bets that Ronaliteon could do Om same
Ono times out of tan.
TALE OF A TAILLESS CAT.
faiths Had the Instinct of Caudal
Preservation Without the
Appendage.
"It is well known that Mans cats
have no tells." says a writer in the
Scientific American, "only slight
stumps, and that the offspring of such
In other parts of the world, in the
Iron generation at least, are In the
same abnormal condition. While Ily.
lag in Scotland ZU years ago we bade
Mans kitten given to us, which, al-
though born there, sas tailless. The
Soar of our breakfast room was spies-
shutting, like most of the screen doors
La this country, but opening only to-
ward the inside. Before the kitten was
tallgrown be bad learned to let his
self in by pushing trout the outsides
but never learned, althcnigh we atea
tried to teach him, to pull it open from
the inside.
'It was not, however; the opening
of the door from the outside to which
I wish to call attention-any cat could
base easily learned to do that; but the
fact that invariably, after he had as
pushed it and got his body partially
In. he made • rapid turn or whirl te
prevent the tall that was not there
(but heredity impressed on him the
fact that it ought to have been) from
being caught between the closing door
and Its frame.
"Iles he did dozens of times even
day so long as we had him, and was
always wilting to show off before oar
neighbors, as he never seemed to roo
ognixe the fact that he had not a tall
Like his neighbors."
CORAL-REEF FINANCE.
Term Applied to the Patient, Organ%
Growth of Rothschild's
Fortune. •
"la the first place." it should be re
aseusbered that the Rothschild fortune
Is not industrial," says Vance Thomp-
son, who writes of "The Rothschild' of
Prance," in Everybody's. "It has at>
sorbed many industries and many rail-
ways-like the ligne du Nord-but al-
ways by political and financial coups.
And it is the least frenzied of finance.
By reason of its slow, cold, patient Sc'
cumulation one might call it (since
phrases are the mode) coral-reef
finance, so solidly Las it been built up in
the dusk and silence of the underworld
Of politics.
"And the fortune of the French bon,'
today exceeds ten milliards. Thu
means 12,000,000,000. Imagination bog-
gles at, 90 huge a sum-it seems
merely an endless caravan of ciphers.
this 10,000,000,000 of French money.
They own or control all the precious
metals, the prime materials, mines,
credit, the Bank of France, all the
means of transpore both railways and
waterways-so far as the canal system
soft-next to the cey, which owns all
public buildings, they are the greatest
owner e of lands and houses in Paris-
round the Arc de Triomphe, the Champc-
Klysees, the Bois de Boulogne, the Part
Monceau, and, notably, the Care du
Nord. entire streets belong to the
Rothschilds; their tteaux dot the
provinces; in land ‘1 ae they possess
400,060 acres."
Making India Paper.
The process by which India paper is
made Is a secret known to but three
Using-persona. When one dies another
Is let into the mystery. In this Way
It has been preserved ever since it was
invented by an °Mee: in the English
army. Other thin papers are made,
but India paper is peculfar in that
print on one side does not shove
through on the other.
Science to the Fora
We find intellect working not se
much in literature as in the domain of
science, which has brought forte dur,
lag the last few years many strange
and wonderful discoveriee. If we have
not had the poems of a Keats or a
Shelley. wo have had wireless.tele
graph, radiax X-rays and a number 01
kindred dlscorerles.--•Londeu Aced'
grip and bid the club good-by. He was
off for the trip in Wisconsin, Minnesota
and the Dakotas. He, too, was woe
forgotten. Nothing called him to need
again until a telegram came one morn-
ing early. The message was addressed:
--The Thirty Club, P-- Hotel, Chicago:
(Do not deliver until after midnight.)
Have solved the mystery surrounding
Davis. Arrive Chicago 3:30 a_ In. Hold
club until I arrive. Will explain.
-Kromer.-
The message was delivered at one
O'rlock le the morning. It was present-
to Chairman Climmell by the night
clerk. The chairman read it to the
'Thirty Club." It is needless to say
that the members watched the clock
tick elowly net!! thr /Isere; pointed to
3:3e Thee the zr. became 'ter-
rible. At 50 .s Ca. tiled up to tree
door, and Kromer, gripe mu Land, stepped
out. He ran into the hotel, and as he
removed his gloves he began his story:
"Fellows, I see the *Thirty Club' is all
accounted for except Davis. I know
however, where he is about now. When
I was headed for Chicago a train ahead
of us was wrecked. My train ame up
to the wreck and along with a party of
traveling men we went down the track
to see the smash-up. As we came up a
familiar figure, clad In long overcoat,
and high boots, approached. It was
Davis. He was as happy as a lark. After
greeting are he explained 'that his two
carloads of stuff was not hurt in the
least.' He would not lose a cent or have
any trouble with the railroad. Of course
his talk was a mystery to me. I was
prepared to see two carloads of fine
horses, but Davis surprised me. He
pointed out two carloads of turkeys and
chickens.
" 'Do they belong to you?' I asked, n
surprise.
"'Sure, and they are the best ship-
ment of the year.. You remember the
twenty-three hundred dollar roll I bad
'when I last saw you? Well, there it itie
" 'Davis,' I ventured, emboldened to
the point of nelleving my curiosity,
'what do you do for a living?'
"'Whw, don't you fellows in the
'Thirty Club' know that? I am the
buyer for the largest poultry firm in
Chicago. All that stuff goes to South
Water street to supply Chicago'sChrist-
inns and New Year's dinners. If mare
'wing back now, tell the boys / will be
with them Saturday night.'"
Saturday night Davis arrived. The
hearty reception accorded him was as
much- a mystery to him as was his call-
ing to the "Thirty Club."--Chicago
Record-Herald.
PRACTICAL SURVEYOR
County Work a Specialty.







Practice in all the courts of th
State. Both phones 31.
Rooms r, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing 523 1-2 Broadway.
_
C. MANNING SEARS, M.O.











5 and 6, Register Beildei
Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
































TRIP TO CAIRO, party
or over, Sew each, without
"zoo with meals.
music on all the boats..
particulars see'





















OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.
Room ire. Fraternity Building.




Will Practice ei all Courts of Ken
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)
Office 306 Broadway-Phone 120
Residence 810 Broadway.
Phone TO,
ice on Sunday was prohibited to Bos-
tonians, remarks 'the Detroit Free
Press, we thouet, they never needed
ice.
Somehow the average man doesn't
feel called upon to worry over the
loss of his ncighbor'e mriney. .
for Artiste Are in Many
Cases Suite Plain or
Feature.
"One of the most preposterous ideas
ta existence is that regarding the pay
of models and their physical Mtn*
tivenees," Mr Robert Bringhurst says
"In this country s matority of the
models are employed in art schools
or by iro?tructors of classes In paint
Lag, drawing or modeling, and foe
purposes of instruction any figure is
good enough.
"A budding artist can learn to draw
and paint, study anatomy and propor
Lion. just as well from a homely
model as from one that Is surpassing
ly beautiful. There Is ho need et
the latter at all. If one presents her
self, all well and good, but as the
schools and Instructors are entirely
Independent in their needs she mute
be content with the same pay that
rules for all la Iles Msme. wheel le
generally not more thew • dettar feu
a three-tour posing Beare.. As the
work Is, after all, only unskihed labor,
It Is an exceptionally good rate of pay
at that What obtains here also ob.
tales for more then half the model
work abroad, yet the averaee person
always conjures up a drean of 1°1,011
ness when in arthit's model is men
tioned and associates the work with
reeenneration of a dollar or more as
hear.
"Of camerae, where an artist orquIres
a partioular kind ci model, no matter
what the especial requirement may be
the law of supply and demand steps
In and regulates pay. for OSLO thins, in
accordance with its inexorable man-
dates. If the supply of that sort of
model is short the price runs high
I have heard of models who received
several dollars an hour. But there are
tee many satisfactory individuals will-
ing to pose for whatever they can get
to make such a condition any other
than most exceptional."
BUCKEYE INCASED IN COLD
_
New erica= Han Values Very High',
Els "Lucky" Norse
Chestnut.
"I wouldn't sell that thing for $1,000
If 1 last It I'd hunt for it like the
knights of King Arthur hunted the
Holy Grail. That thing exorcised a
hoodoo that hung about ma for fire
rears. That thing stays with. me
I die."
All this, with great eeravicklon, says
the Kansas City Star, about n little
buckeye incased in a small gold asege
that hang on the watch fob of Herbert
Herring, a New Orleans man.
"Up to September 7, 1900, 1 had
been the victim of bad Inch of ems
sort and another." he said. "That day
I was going to Galveston. it was Fri
day. I recollect that the train was
delayed half a dozen times before II
reached the city, and I was fuming
Such important problems as the Pan-
ama canal question, the future of ems-
ale, treteued Imam* and the like were
mere usosi.eiles to the "'thirty Club."
It 18 indeed a misfortune that President
Roosevelt neosr wised 01 tne "Thirty
Ciuu." it is an Oisisaixation without &
Charter, and its are men ot all
creileas. tile iLi5i24.4kAb VACS is the hotAil
0414,:s. Me time niter moinight, and the
nit/ 41. prominent uteinuers ol the order
are the printers tea° work on the morn-
ing papers. of those there are a halt-
cozen. when use eierents ot topography
appear they deal out the latest telegraph
news, and long betore the morning pa-
pers are issued for the rest of the world
the "Thirty Club" has settled every-
thing.
Lockwood, the stage manager; Kro-
mer, the traveling ealcaman; Cromwell,
the butter and egg expert for a South
Water street firm; Humphrey, the res-
taurant man, and Davis, whose calling
was for a long time a mystery to all. are
other membera of this nightly senate.
When the policies that involve the
destinies of nations are disposed of the
"Thirty Club" turns its consideration to
other less important matters. Stories
are sometimes the rule. Some of the
stories told at the -Thirty Club" are so
good that famous after-dinner speakers
Would give anything to hear them.
Davis, "the mystery," as he wan
termed by some, Is one of the best story
tellers in the crowd. His experiences
have been most varied. Whenever he
gets the floor the rest of the club listen!
latently.
Being a versatile member, always
good-natured, and ever ready to tell a
joke, of which he is invariably the butt,
he is a welcome member in the "Thirty
Club."
Despite his verbosity, however, Davis
still held within an atmosphere of Pe-
serve that warned away the inquisitive,
lie never told the 'Thirty Club" what
be did for a living. Inasmuch as ha
chose this coarse, no member presumed
to ask enlightenment Nevertheless.
every member took a great interest in
Davis. All wanted to know what be did,
but none dared to ask. Finally it became
a rule when any knotty problem was
presented to a single member of the
club to answer: "That's as deeps mys-
tery as Davis' job."
One morning Davis did not take as
much interest in the doings of the "Thir-
ty Club" as usual. He came in the
Office without greeting the crowd.
When the "Thirties" adjourned that
night Davis was seen to hand a roll con-
taining 46 crisp $e0 bills to the night
clere for safekeeping.
He offered no explanation for the bIlt
sum of money he carried. If such a
thing was possible the mystery sur-
rounding the talkative member's butt-
ass deepened.
Next night ,Davis was absent from
Vail call The clerk volunteered the in-
formation that. he "paid up and left."
We got there at last and just as I For several nights the bank roll was the
was leaving my car I 11311/ this buck subject of conversation. The -Thirty
eye lying on the opposite sett- I Club- could have used the talents of a
Meted it up and put It in my pocket Sherlock Holmes. The fate of Russia
I had ictended going to the Illacb was nothing to the myeterysurrounding
hotel that night. bet after picking ult paves. Finally it gave up trying to
that buceeye I suddenly changed my solve the mystery. Davis. was gone and
mind. A good mAnY guests at the they decided' to forget that he was ever
Black hotel perished in the flood next g member of the "Thirty Club."
night. Three weeks later Kromer packed his
"Later on at New Orleans I was out
fishing In a catboat with three other
men A squall struck us. The others,
who f7nuld swim, c.-ere drowned. 1
'an't swim a ttroke but I had in;
buckeye and I was saved. After tbai
I had the th:ng fleet In this gold ease
And thee, why I treasure it."
Fcropees Jewelry Center.
Pforzheim is a city of about 65.00e
pOpulaticn aria is devoted almost ex
elusively tg the manufacture of jewel-
ry. there it ing about 300 factor11
where 1e11111117 13 made. It is the Jew
elry tenter of Europe. The venom
mann:acturers are very energetic atte
are careful to sturly the wants et thee
reutomers sad endeavor to please there
regarding tireigns, prices and terms of
sale. From presect indications the
shipment of jewelry to the Philipptnes
will amount to about $100.000 for the
decal year. With the American mann
lecturer's adVantage in distance and
machinery-as much of the Peortheem
jewelry is made by hand -it appeals
that we F bould capture more of the
trade of the islands.
Influence or Irving.
To Irving more tlian any other man
is due the change that has taken place
In London in recent years In the eociai
oosition of ectors-a change which has
enne within ray own memory. writer,
E. S. Nadal. in Scrienere. When I
first went to Loation In Wet ts2ee w..r•
no actors in society When I came bate
In le-',•7 there were a goad runny in
them to be seen abate. There w;••
growing up a lociezy ehIch ea A coin
posed of successful artists, the new
rich people, and the professional
classes, with a sprinkling of such of
the Older society as had a fancy fel
art and the theater. In that soceete
the aztors had not only a good, but. a
distinguished place.
Queer fettiLlay Law.
In Spain drug stores are permitted
to sell drugs all day' on Sunday, but
to deal in perfumery on that day Is
unlawful. Candy cannot lawftety be
sold later than 11 o'clock in the fore.
noon nnleas no clerks or assistants ai
employed. Proprietors may keep open
all day if they do the work themselves.
Russia Than and Now.
Times have not changed much in a
century. In 1801 it was sale that Al-
teen& r I rode in a procession tboeuga
the stiects of St. Petersburg preceded
by tbe ilfil111511101 V t1111 grentifather,
followed by those of bat litter sad
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1140,. LOCAL LINES. -
*************ealeesamee
--The old wharfboat at foot of
irroadway was yesterday sold to
James Pruett, who today will take it
tAcren to' Dogtown, beach the boat
-wreck it for the salvage.' lie
gatvc.$3:, for it.
—The street car company has de-
eisketio sell half fare tickets to stn-
'drat. attendinei -private educational
iiistitations at well as to the public
action! children.
)-*- -Mr- Tom Holland. of Lan ham's
iunM Sduth Fourth, has received
word that Monday his brother, Mr.
• 44'
ot Holland, died at San An-
tonio. Tex. The body will be buried
Ilenorrow at Temple. Tex.
---The Mayfield authorities are still
m-king on the fire mystery and mnr-
Er: theory surrounding Sunday
bts blaze that destroyed the Pa•-k-
ce house there.
--Mr. and Mrs. John Theobald
hare a new boy baby, horn Sunda
---itvadmaster Bliss of the Louis-
wile division yesterday I% as here and
said they expected to begin at once.,
work of building the new chute to re-
stage tbe one intrned Sunday night.
• —Yesterday Master Mechanic
Tarnbull of the shops got notice from
!Chicago to immediately begin work-
ing the soo machinists. boilermakers,'
blacksmiths and their helpers at the
ihops ten hours each day. instead of
eight hours. which they have bc••n
%Maki It g heretofore. This means









-400 1..apagathr. Employmerrt was scented is
THE WEIGHT OF SOOT.
eighteen Tons a Day Falls on Cin-
cinnati's Business Center.
---
scientific imestigator in Cinciii-
•eati has been tr)ing ,to arrive at a
definite idea of the amount of soot
deposited in the city in the course of
a year. One of his te,ts was to place
two buckets. threc,faurth. filled with
water. on It roofs in different parts
the city. At the end of three
months a careful analysis of the con-
tents of the buckets to ascertain the
amount of carbonaceous matter. The
final computation is that in the down-
town area the falling soot amounts to
Mt tons a month. or 18 tons daily.
i cquare mile of the city thc soot
deposited is 171 tons a month. or ,s4.1.-
;A pounds to each inhabitant. In
ewe of the suburbs the soor*in the
.fincket wa• 464 grains to the square
lenI for a period of 30 days. For the
same 'ti-rie the denosit at a central
vast in the city was 22,550 grams to
the square foot.
St. Louis' Leading Hotel.
When in St. Louis stop at the Pan-
iris !Yeti], you'll meet your Irrettds
1114!e.-
FIND BELLBOY TO BE GIRL
Young Woman Masquerading in Tex-
as Leaves Town When
Sex is K'-own.
.A.itsinnwit..Tex., Feb. 5.—On 1)•.,
V.; of liSt year a young man apparoni
'iv about 15 years old called on ti',
•erretary of the Young NIcn's Chri—
liar association and requested to be
assisted in his scarth for etieiloyment.
Tie gave his name as Perry Martin
and his charming manner enlisted
LIERATION SALE!
We have 10 days time in which to close out our stock of Clothing and Furnishing Goods.
In 10 days we must give floor space to the carpenters, bricifiayers, plasterers, painters and
plumbers. The contracts have been let to alter our building from top to bottom, and in
ten short days from
Saturday, February 9, 1907
The workmen will begin tearing down and rebuilding, transforming the old GRAND 
LEADER into the new GRAND LIAM&
For ten days we will give you the greatest sale of Clothing and Furnishing Goo
ds the Paducah people have ever experienced. ILvery-
thing in the house will be slaughtered—we prefer to sacrifice the goods at a pric
e—rather than move them. Come prepared to
be astonished. No matter how cheap you have seen goods sold, you will
 have to admit that the prices we have *cot on Lida
stock is the cheapest you ever saw. We repeat that it will be the greatest sale ever in Paducah.
IMPORTANT!---This Sale is for 10 days only. beginning Saturday, February 9, mr, and
-lading Wednesday, February 20, 1907 ,
. 10c SO X




You can now bur a regular $7.5o suit
et clothes for just half price. Ahem -
non price $3.75
STOCKINGS
We have reduced our children's stock
trigs that regularly sold for roc to






Ccoper's underytear, that always •e-
tarts for St.00 alteration price fse
MEN'S PANTS





SLso shirts, now 
3•Loo shirts, now 75
ODD VESTS
We have about oo odd vests, of all
sizes, and for this sale have marked
them .... 29e
CORDUROY PANTS
$:.5o pants, now .. ----- • • •*1•10
Si.00 pants, now $149.







lncse suits we sold in our regular
stock tor $z.so. The price is
now    $11•10
• HANDKERCHIEFS
Tui key red. Wile and fancy and plain
white handkerchiefs. Alteration
MEN'S SUITS
bio.00 men's and young men's suits.
ice the next ten days. we will cut
to. $5-00
FLANNEL SHIRTS
:1.50 wool shirts, now ..... 51 00
.on wool shirts. now  
OVERCOALTS•
Our overcoats for men and boys, that
feemerly sold for Sis.00. alteration
price $7-50
KNEE 'TANTS
soc knee pants. now
;se knee pants, now
OVERCOATS
29c
Overcoats that we formerly sold for
I12.50 you can now buy fcr. Sass
WAY'S MUFFLERS
mufflers, now ... 11(6
5oc mufflers, now ....... .. 22c
JERSEY GLOVES
Tr:est are our regular 35c gloves We
hime made one lot of them. Altera-
tion price
WORK SHIRTS
We have one lot of good, heavy work








Frcarn our regular stock we have
taken ac suspenders and marked
them 13r
CHILDREN'S SWEATERS









Our regular sac underwear we have




Our regular Sia.go mita, for this saki
we have 'reduced oust one half $6.as
CHILDREN'S SUITS
All of our regular $a. ani Si sr
children suns are now marked down
to $1.49
BOYS' UNDERWEAR
t.,ur regular asc a garment boys' un-
derwear will be sold hi this salt
for le
OVERALLS
Regular $1.0o overalls, now




We have placed all of our wool soa
in this sale and they are marked 19e
WOOL UNDERWEAR
S! oo garments cut to




Children's toques that we formerly
sold for 25c. will go in the Altera-






..41.41w. Oaks hotel as bellboy.
The manager last Friday r.oticed
Wei bellboy without his coat and noted
that' the contour was not .masculine.
-41hirged with inasqnetading, the
:Woman burst into tears and
iwollessed 'her sex. She left yester-
-;.II ,ay. She said she was engaged to
e'reng woman in New York city..
. .
• Gre1 told .my. wife ,lactt week
:•••• wor•Id. be neessary for us to
• essonothiee." Brown—"What did she
Crreen--,-"She didoctt say any-
Adifimr the time. thc:next asy
olkebiiiirk in a 1,ex
eispniterr -045P r
•• • ' - • - •
KING EDWARD'S
AMERICAN PROPERTIES.
It is significant of the new order
of international relations," says an
article in Appleton's Magazine, "that
the present King Edsitard of England
draws more revenue.. an interest .,on
American securities held by his royal
'household thau Geolge III ever ex-
!acted from the American colonies. A
reassuring thing in this extraordinary
fart is that it is one of the manifold
. iliternational relationips making for
permanent ernninercial .peace. King
Edward's holdings in the Unined
States are typical investnicnts here of
thousands of British capitalists, and
American factories are only a partial
list of similar establishments built by
capital and missionaries sent from
the United States. It is obvious that
just as the use of gunpowder in war-
fare demolished the ancient walls that
were proof against the crude weapons
of the barbarians, so the finance 'of
modern times has made a mockery of
the tariff barrier:" maintained with
great expense and jubilant patriotism
on the borderland of the nation.'





Trine shirts are from our regular
stock of sot shirts, all sizes. Altera-
tion price  354'
OVERCOATS
Your choice of any of our $:o.00 over-
coats in this sale for Alteration
pekes • • • -16500
SWEATERS
We have made one lot of all of our
all-wsol sweaters and in this tale






Our suits for men arid young men.
which we formerly sold at St5.0o, are
now marked . • .. .• $7.50
GLOVES
$2.00 work gloves, now




sac ups. now  
Use caps. now
Our




blue ribbed underwear, that
sold for ac a garment, is now
PANTS
S3.00 pants are now










Pisr, to Vote Liquor out of
Lexington.
'•
Lexington, Ky., Feb. 5.—At a meet-
tug here today the Rev.' Mark I-
his, V. Morris. W. P. a,
Charles Lee Reynolds and 'OF W.
Johnson were appointed' an advisory
committee to confer with the Anti-
saloon' league' regarding the drawing
up arid circulating of a petition ask-
inu that vote be taken in Lexington
and Fayette COispty as to whetl•er -
1 - ons lc continued to ton
The tneetirfg was presided over by
George Bain, the well known
temperance ,lecturer. and among the
s;Kakers itvPinoldrs. Francis E., Beau-
citemp,, prehident of the Woman's
Christian Teritperanco union in Ken-
tecky. 
_
"Wrigt. WY!! 'VOU dc,- gmt. liave
discovered the Way to the corth
pole?" "The, next stop,' answered
the explorer, 'will be to turn around
and discover the way bask home."—
Washington Star.
Many a Man's word is as good as
his bona—and bond is worthfe54.
MYSTERY IN TRIPLE DEATHS.
Wornap Fonadihdo,With Bodies of
Two Childremitt.Sarne Room.
Ottawa, Ran.,. Feb. 5.—Tlic bodies
of 'Ors. Frank Srneek and her two
ebildren. a boy aged 7 and a girl aged
Met, were found with their threats cut
in the same room of NErs. Smeck'•
home at Centrop.olis;, a village twelve
miles northwest of .11ere, today. It is
not known Whether it is a rave of
murder and Yuieirie or a triple mur
der. Mr. Smeek has not been at
horse for several months end kilt
whereahentfc Ire tint known. Art A, j
t
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